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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Origin of the

Stu~

Some of the students who study theatre at the
college level intend to enter the field of education.
Noting this, the investigator became interested in the
field of theatre education.

It was assumed that certain

certification requirements would have to be met in order
to teach theatre courses in each of the fifty states and
the District of Columbia.

A resource containing compre-

hensive data about these requirements would be helpful for
college students as they select cour sework throughout their
college careers.
An investigation was made to determine if such a
resource had been written which enumerated the certificat.ion
requirements one must meet to be certified as a secondary
·theat.rc= teacher.

That

i.~vestigation

on the topic of theatre education.

yielded four ar·t .icles
They include:

"Teachers' Perceptions of Competencies Needed for
Effecti '\'e Speech Com.TTiunication and Drama Instruction,
1
Comrrn:!.nica tion .. Education, April 1981.

u

2

"Guidelines for Speech Communication and Theatre
Programs in Teacher Education,'' Speech 'reacher, November
1975.

2
"A Performance-Based Teacher Education in Speech

a.nd Drama," Speech

Teac~er,

January 1975. 3

"The Identification and Analysis of Theatre
Competencies Needed by High School Theatre Teachers in
Texas,. " a 1977 Doctrinal Di.ssertation. 4
These works are primarily concerned with specific
competencies which various people have felt were needed
by a theatre teacher.

They also dealt with competency-

based teacher education and guidelines for teacher training.

Although these resources have valuable information

about theatre education, th e y do not address the issue
of certification.
The National Education Association periodically
publishes A Manual

on_. _§tanda£_~s l~ffec-ti~g

· t_ e d •.
c t at es .
J_' n t .'n s· r.)·n :1.
--.. ·-- - - - - -- ----J

5

School Pers_?n_nel

This manual is a collection of

infonJation on certification and

accreditation~

The most

recent copy was surveyed by the investigator, who discovered
t\.:o

inac~ equacies

in this source.

The manual >.-vas published

in 1974 and has not been updated since.

Also, i t does not

cover theatre specifically but rather addresses only t he
general field of speech arts.

Therefore, it would be of

3

little use to someone who needed comprehensive current
information concerning theatre certification.
The investigation, therefore, revealed no comprehensive informatiqnal source regarding theatre certification in all fifty states and the District of Columbia.
If a theatre education student wanted to be prepared to
teach in any combinatinn of the fifty-one units, the
student would face the impractical task of consulting each
state or unit individually.
The motivation for th8 study was based on an
apparent n e ed to provide educators with comprehensive
data on the requirements which must be fulfilled in order
to teach theatre cou rses o n the s e condary level in each
of the fifty state s and t h e Distric -t of Columbia.
Stateme nt of Pu rpose
The purpose of thi s inqu iry was to determine the
specific certification requireme nts one must meet to be a
ce:rtif.ied classroom theatre teach e r at the secondary
level.

For purpo s es 0£ t .hi s inquiry the term "cer·tif ica tion

requiremen t s" was defined a s thos e standards which mu st b e
met before one can be granted permission to teach.

These

standards included such i terns as the numbe1.· of credit hours
in theatre required, completion of specific coursework ,
poss ess~on

of a ma jor or mi nor, a n d completion of a pro g ram

4

of study accepted by the institution of higher learning
from which the prospective teacher graduated.
For the purposes of the study, secondary schools
were defined as those schools whose students are in ninth,
tenth, eleventh, or twelfth grade.

Although some states

have middle school, junior highs, or other school organizations which are recognized as secondary schools, this
study focused on those schools c ommonly called high
schools.
Procedur e s
In the process of completing this study, a number
of steps were taken in the approx imate or de r listed here.
1.

Library re s ources published after 1974, the

date of the last NEA manual , were exami n e d to determine
if any similar studies had been undertaken.

The follow-

ing guides were examine d:
Re::;ourc e s in Educa ti oD:_ ,
. 1,
t 10::.

U .S ~

Department of Educa-

6
a. 1]. 1ssues, .lg~c. . i ....)-· 19°,
_ o .1. .
Entries under i: he he a di n g of Teacher

~ing)

Cer t if ica-

tion, Teacher Qualification, Credential, and Teacher
Education were examined from 1975 to the present.

The

synopses of various educational studies revealed no
material which pertained to certification requirement s for
teaching t he a t re cou r s e s a t the secondary l evel.

5

Dissertation Abstracts International--The Humanities
and Social Sciences, all issues, · 1975-1981. 7
Entries under the main categories of . "Theatre,"
"Speech," and "Education, Secondary" and entries under
the listing of "Certification" were examined.

A review

of pertinent abstracts revealed that no dissertations had
been written in the time frame of the study that dealt
specifically with certification requirements for secondary
theatre teachers.
Communication Education, quarterly issues, 19761981. 8
Q

~he

Speec ~

Teacher, quarterly issues, 1975.J

A survey of the table of contents of each of these
professional journals revealed no information concerning
certification requirements necessary to teach theatre
courses.
Only four studies on the topic of theatre education
were discovered through the above resources.

However, as

has previously been noted, they did not pertain to the
subject matter of this current study.

No information was

found which dealt specifically with the requiremen ts which
must be met to be c8rtified to teach theatre courses iti the
secondary school.
Brief meetings were held with Dr. Lois Wid v ey 10
11
and w ·~ th Dr. Thomas Re~_fschn eide r,
professors with the
2.

6

Division of Education at South Dakota State University,
Brookings, South Dakota.

Both were quite certain that nc

similar study had been completed.

Neither knew of any

single comprehensive reference containing specific
certification requirements for theatre instruction in the
various states and the District of Columbia.
Dr. Reifschneider furnished the investigator with
a copy of A Manual of Standards Affecting School Personnel
in the United States.

This manual, written by T. M.

Stinnett for the National Education Association, was
published in 1974.

As indicated above, this manual does

not contain current comprehensive material on the certification requirements necessary to teach theatre courses
at the secondary level.
3.

A letter was written and sent to the teacher

certification agency of the Departme nt of Education of each
of the fif·L:y state s and the District. of Columbia.

The

purpose of the letter was to solicit answers to specific
questions concerning certification r equirements for those
secondary teachers who teach theatre courses.
Questions were asked about general teacher certification established in each state and, more specifically,
ubout requirements one must meet to teach theatre cou rse s.
The

agen~ies

were also asked if theatre is recognized as

a separate discipline or if requirements for theatre are

7

covered under a broader area such as English.

A sample

of the letter is found in Appendix A.
Resources were also

soli~ited

from the agencies.

The resources received included letters, pamphlets,
brochures, and handbooks which contained information
about specific certification requirements.
4.

Beginning -one month after the initial mailing,

those agencies which had not responded were sent an
additional letter reminding them of the need for their
input a n d of the importance of their prompt reply.

Two

states received a third letter after the second had gone
unanswe r ed for several months.
5.

As r e spons e s were rec eived, the investigator

attempted to determine what information wa s still needed
to complete the study.

Agencies from which more complete

data was needed were sent a letter specifically detailing
the nature of the essential data and, as necessary, a n
explanation of the importance of the data to the entire
study.

Telephone calls were also utilized in the effort

t .o procure information frc·m

t~hose

states which had not

a.nswe.red as specifically or as completely as the
investigator deemed necessary.
6.

When all state agencies had responded wi th

adequate answers to the questions asked them, or the
inves ·t _i.sra tor had exhausted all reasonable approaches to

8

procuring the desired information, the collected data were
organized.

The following two categories constitute the

primary divisions:
a_

General requirements governing all who apply

for secondary certification.
b.

Requirements governing those who apply for

certification as a secondary classroom theatre teacher.
Chapter I I of this study, subdivi.ded by state,
contains a detailed account of these certification require ments.

The requirements for each state or unit were

organized to follow this pattern:
a.

possession of specific degrees

b.

compl et ion of college or universi ty-approved

curriculum
c.

other gene ra l certification requirements

d.

acquisition of major or minor

e.

nuF1ber of c.r edit hours required in theatr e

f.

other spec i fic

_,

Conclusion s were drawn concerning the na tu re

the~tre

certification r equire -

ments.
i

•

and scope of certification requirements which must be met
to teach theatre in
United States.

seco~ dary

schools throughout the

Table l, page 107, shows the requirement s

one must meet to gain secondary teacher certification in
each of the fifty states and the District of Columbia.

9

Table 2, page 111, which deals with specific requirements
for theatre certification, notes the subject field under
which theatre instruction is classified and the minimum
number of. credit hours of theatre coursework required.
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CHAPTER II
ST~TE-BY-STATE

REQUIREMENTS FOR SECONDARY

THEATRE CERTIFICATION
Purpose and Procedure
· As noted in the preceding chapter, letters requesting information about secondary classroom theatre certification were sent to the education agency in the capital city
of each of the fifty states and the District of Columbia.
The information received from these agencies came in a
variety of forms and in a range of complexity.

All of the

information was read thoroughly so that the data
relevant to the current study could be extracted and organized for each state.
In several cases, the information receive d in
response to the initial request was inadequate to answer
the questions posed by th e investigator.
addi ti.on.aJ letter or letters of

ir~q uiry

Therefore, an
were sent.

Phone

calls to the state agencies were also made when additi onal
requests for informat i on concerning theatre certification
were not adequately answered.
In other instances, information was needed to
supplement the data provided by the state agencies.
lvia~:_:\_!_ __?n

Standards

Aff e~tin.~l}ool

Personnel in the

A

13

United States was often consulted for supporting data.
Because this manual was published in 1974, care has been
taken not to draw conclusions which may be outdated.
In several states, the responsibility for teacher
preparation and determination of certification eligibility
lies with the teacher training institution.

In such cases,

the current catalog from the state university was consulted
(i.e., The University of Michigan and the University of
Colorado) .

According to Harvey Johnson, Registrar, South

Dakota State University, the university of the state is
generally assumed to be the unofficial certifying institution and the "guiding institution" in each state.

The

requirements of the university, as opposed to those of
public colleges or private universities and colleges, are
generally the most

r~gid

and specific.

The information gained from th es e addi ·t ional sources
has been utilized to provide complete and up-to-date information about each state.

The certification requirements,

unless otherwise n oted , are for the 1981-82 academic year.
The data from each state is organized in the foll owing ..,lay:

(1) general requirements for secondary teaching

certification in that state (These are initial entry-level
requirements.

Requirements for further levels of cert if ica-

tion are not considered relevant to the current study) ;
(2) general requirement~ for certification as a theatre

14

instructor in thaf state; and, l3) as applicable, specific
requirements for certification as a theatre instructor in
that state.

Because of the diversity of requirements

from one state to another, tables, organizing the data
concerning specific requirements for certification, are
included in the analysis section of this chapter.
In the following sections, the classroom theatre
certification requirements of each state are discussed
individually~

Alabama
A letter and a sheet of information titled ''General
Information Regarding Alabama Certification for Out-ofState Applicants'' were received from the Alabama Department
of Education.
Under present Alabama regulations, applicants for
certification must complete an education program approved
by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE), cr a state - approved teacher preparation
program based on t he standards of the National Associat ion
of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification
{NASDTEC) , or must complete requirements of the Interstate
Certification Project (ICP) .

1

"General Information" also states that certification applicants who complete their education outside of
Alabama "are subject to the same provisions as in-state

15

graduates in regard to passing the state professional
competency test{s) for certification."

2

Because no other

information was given concerning this testing, a phone
call was made to the Alabama Department of Education.
Barbara Fennell, department employee, stated that the
tests were developed by the state of Alabama and are
criteria-referenced.

Although some exceptions presently

exist, as of September 1, 1982, all applicants for Alabama
certification will be required to complete the testing.
Testing includes a portion covering Basic Professiona l
Studies and one or more subject area examinations.

Pro-

spective theatre instructors would complete the test.
entitled Speech Cornmunication/Thea tre.

3

The general requirements for certification were
stated in "General Information":
On JnJ.y 12 ¥ 197 7 , t h e Sta t e Board of Education
passed a resolution adopting t h e p r ogram-approval
approach to certification. However, on September
16 1 1981, the State Board o f Educ ati on modified
this policy and pa s sed a res o l utio n a llowing indiv i~1uals v.Tho have comple t ed an a p prove d teacher
education program with a regionally accredi t ed
senior institution to contact the S t ate Departrn£n t
of Education for an eval u a t ion to obtain Alabama
certification by meeting t h e minimum curriculum
requirements and all other certification reguJ.ations, including those which apply to prior levels
of certiiication, in effect at the time application ·
is made.
According to A Manu a l on Standards Affecting School
P~_Esonnel_~~ ..J::!:le

United States, the approved-program

approach means that c e rtific a tion of a teacher applicant is

16

based largely upon a recommendation (sometimes accompanied
by a copy of the applicant's credentials or transcripts)
from an approved teacher trainit;Ig institution that the
applicant·has completed the approved program and is judged
to be qualified, on the basic of preparation and other
specified factors, to perform a specified teaching service
according to the minimum prescriptions of the state.

5

Specific reference to theatre was made by Martha

N. Hester, Teacher Certification Coordinator and Certification Officer, Alabama Department of Education, in her
letter.

She wrote that "Speech Communication/Theatre is

an area of certificat i on in Alabama."

6

It is assumed, from the information available,
that in order to be a certified classroom theatre instructor in Alabama, one must complete a teacher education
program approved by the Alabama Department of Education.
One must also be reconunen.ded by the preparing institution
as having completed an approved program of study in the
area of

Spe~ch

Communication/Theatre .
Alaska

The Department of Education of the State of Alaska
furnished the investigator with two double-sided sheets
of information dealing with Teacher Certification.
also sent a ' 1 Teacher Certification Application."

They

17

According to "Digest of Requirements for Teacher
Certification in Alaska," obtaining a teaching certificate
in Alaska requi.res completing an approved teacher education
program, Gbtaining a bachelor's degree, and being recommended by the preparing institution.

7

Alaska endorses only in the applicant's major
area{s) of teacher training.

The endorsements are based

upon verification from the training institution at which
the applicant complete d an approved program in teacher
. .
8
t ra1n1ng.

It was also noted that on the "Teacher Certification Application," unde r th e he a ding "Endorsemen ts
9
Requested," the app lican t is to list majors only.

How-

ever, in none of the in f orma tion sent by Alaska was there
any mention of approve d or possible major fields.
Therefore, a phone call was made to the Alaska
Department of Educa t i on o n March 31 , 1982.

Miss Charl i e

Mae Moore verified t h e fact t hat certification is granted
on the basis of institu t ion al r e commenda tion that the
applicant has completed an approved program of study.
The areas of study vl h i cb Alaska e n dors e s include d·cama.

10

In order to be a certif ied classroom theatre
instructor in Alaska, one mu s t b e recommended by the
preparing institution as completing major requirements i n

18

the field of drama, in addition to c;omp1eting general
certification requiremen ts.
Arizona
The Director of the Teacher Certification Unit of
the State of Arizona replied by sending a letter, a page
of general information, and a form used by Arizona to
evaluate the college transcripts of applicants.
To qualify for a secondary certificate in Arizona,
one must have a bachelor's degree from a nationally or
regionally accredited institution and must complete fortyfive semester hours in general education and twenty-two
semester hours in professional preparati on.

An applicant

must also take the Arizona Teachers Proficiency Examination
and h a ve at least one 30-sernester-hour major in an academic
subject field t:aught in public high schools in Arizona. 11
Arizona recognizes two theatre-related majors,
Drama and Speech/Drama, which can be a f fixed to a secondary
teaching certificate.

To qualify, an applicant must have

thirty semester hours in the major area for which he/she

is applying. 12
Therefore, in order to be a certified

classro~m

theatre instructor in Arizona, one must complete a 30-hour
major in Drama or Speech/Drama, in addition to completing
general requirements established by the Arizona Department
of Education.

19

Arkansas
The Coordinator of Teacher Education and Certification sent the investigator a cover letter and pages of
information with the titles "How to Apply for an Arkansas
Teaching Certificate," "Certification Reciprocity,"
"Requirements for Certification in Speech," and "National
Teacher's Examination Information."

An application for

certification was also enclosed.
The gene r al requirements one must meet in order
to receive a standard secondary teaching certificate in
Arkansas are:

(1) complete an app r oved teacher education

program a t a n accredited in s titution,

(2) be recommend e d

by the certifying officer of that i n stitution for appli-

cant's major area(s) of certifica tion, and,
f u ] _1 y

~

co mp~ete

(3)

success-

•
•
•
13
t h e Nat1on
a 1 Teac h er I s Exam1nat1on.

According to Austin

z.

Hammer, Coordinator,

Teacher Education and Certification, Arkansas does not
14
provide certifica tion in the f ield o f theatre.
For this
reason:~

he sen t the i nve s t ig ator a c opy of the requir e me nts

for speech certification.

To be c e rtified as a speech

instructor, one mu s t compl e te twe nty-four semester hours
distributed as follows:

six semester hours directed

to\,Tard developing "competency and understanding in oral
communication (rhet.oric, public address, group proc e sses,
oral interpretation);" six semester hours preparation in

20

directing both theatre arts and forensics programs; six
semester hours in speech improvement (phonetics and
pathology); and six semester hours of electives in speech
15
or drama.·
Mr. Hammer had suggested that Mr. Olen Churchill,
Coordinator of Secondary Education, Arkansas Department of
Education, could be of more specific assistance.

Since

the information provided by Mr. Hammer was not adequate,
the investigator contacted Mr . Churchill.
Mr. Churchill responded by saylng that persons
certified in either Speech or English may teach drama in
Arkansa s setbndary schools if they have compl eted twelve
hours of drama course work. 16
Therefore , in order to be a certified classroom
theatre instructor in Arkasas one must fulfill general
certification requir ements established by th e state, and
must complete a minimum of twelve semester credits in
drama.

These credit hours are to be part of the major

requirement in either speech or English since Arkansas
does not provide certification in the field of theatre.
California
The following items were provided by the California
Conunission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing:
a.

cover letter;

21

b.

two fingerprint cards and instructions for

their completion;
c.

an Application for Credential Authorizing

Public Scnool Service (41-4);
d.

bulletin titled

11

Placement Information; "

e.

bulletin titled

11

Single Subject Teaching-

Credential;
f.

11

and,
duplicate bulletins titled "Subsumed Subjects

Added as Supplementary Authorization.

11

The most basic leve l of California certification
is that called the Single Subject 'reaching Credential.
"A teacher with a single subject t .eaching credential is
generally assigned to teach the specific subject(s) named
on the credential in departmentaliz e d classes in the junior
and senior high schools in California. 1117
The requirements for the Preliminary Single Subject
Credential &re:
"1.
Completion of a b a cc ala ur e at:e or higher
degree .
"2. Co:rnpletion of a singl e subject pro9rarn of
professional teacher preparation, including student
teaching, taken at a region al ly accredited institution
approved by the Commisslon or by the state certification agency of the state in which the program was
complet:ed.
"3. Completion of a two-semester unit course in
the provisions and principles of the United States
Constitution OR pas sage of an examination in the
subject gi ..; enby a regionally accredited inst.itution.
"4.
Completion of a course in the methods of
teaching reading OR passage with a minimum score of
680 of the National rreacher Examinat.ion entitled
'Introduct.ion to the Te aching of Reading. 1
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"5. Verification of subject-matter competence by
obtaining a subject-matter waiv~r statement from a
California college or university with a Commissionapproved waiver program OR achieving a passing score
on the appropriate subj e c t -matter area examin~tion
given by National Teacher Examinations.
"6. Verification of English vvri ting proficiency
by passing the College Level Examination Program
(CLEP) examination entit l ed 'English Composition
with Essay.' The passing score is 630 for all subjects except 'English,' and 680 f or applican t s
seeking 'En~gish' as a r e sult of having passed the
NTE. . . . "
The bulletin "Subsumed Subjects Added as Suppplementary Authorization" lists the statutory single subjects
recognized by the stat e o f California.

Theatre is not

listed s eparately, but, rathe r, is found under th e subject
.
1'1 s h . 19
area ._._.,ng

In order t o v e ri f y s ubj ec t -mat t .er competency in
English, the applic a nt must ob tain a score of 620 on the
English Language and Litera t u re (04) portion of the
20
National Teacher Exarn i n a tion .
It should be n oted that a t e ac h e r authori zed for
single subject instruc t i on (i . e. English ) may be assigned,
with his/her consen t , to t eac h any subject in his/her
authorized fields (i.e. Theatre ) at any grade l e vel; preschool; kindergarten and grad es one thro·J gh twelve,
.
.
' 1 y IOr
.r:
1nclusive;
or in classes pr1mar1
aau lt s.
:1
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A statement t h at the i nvestiga tor found handwritten across the bottom o f "S ub s umed Subjects Added as
Supplernen t.ary Authorization , " verifies this authorization.
~·
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The author is unknown but is

asst~e~

to be an employee

of the California Commission for Teacher Preparation and
Licensing who prepared and sent the packet of materials.
They wrote "teacher can be assigned by employer to any of
22
the areas listed under the major he possesses."
The relevant major (single subject area) , as
already noted, is English.

The following subject areas

are listed under this major and thus may be taught by the
teacher authorized in English:

"composi-tion, crea tive

writing, debate, drama, forensics, human itie s, journalism,
language arts, literature, play production, public speaking, new s paper staff, speech (oral communication), theatre
arts, writing 1 a nd othe r courses of which the content
. h ." 23
an d prerequisites are related to Englls
However, to supplement single subject teaching
credentials, Califo rnia has established supplementary
authorization.

According to Title 5, Section 80057.1,

The holder of a valid single subject teRching
credential may have one or more of the subsumed
subjects listed in California Administrat ive Code
(Title 5) Section 80005 added as a supplementary
authorization, wi t h appropriate identification,
when the candidate or an approved institution verifies completion of 20 semester hours or 10 semester
hours of-upper division non -remedial collegiate
course work in a speci f ic subsumed subject commonly
taught in grades 7-12 with a scho l arship record of
C or better on a five point scale .
. A subsumed
subject which is already included in the app li cant's
statutory single subject will not be listed on the
credential as a s upplemen tary authorization.
For
exampl f:! , if an applicant has the statutory single
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subject of business listed on the credential, the
subjects which are subsumed under business will not
~e l~sted ~n the credential as supplementary author2
J.zatJ.ons.
Therefore, if English is one's statutory single
subject authorization, neither theatre, or any of the
other subsumed subjects, can be used as supplementary
authorizations.

A teacher of another subject area, such

as math or history, however, could gain supplementary
theatre authorization by completing a minimum of ten
upper-level semester hours in theatre.
In conclusion, i .n order to be a certified classroom theatre instructor in Ca lifornia, one mus-t possess
a minimum of ten semester credits of upper division
theatre coursework {if theatre is a supplement to authorization in a statutory single subject other than English)
or a single subject authorization in English (which allows
instruction in any of it's subsumed subject areas).
English, and all other single-subject authorizations, are
based upon National Teacher Examination scores and other
general requirements for Califor nia Teacher Certification.
Colorado
----

f

In their reply to the investigator, the Colorado
Departme:1t of Education included an "Application for
Certification" and two double-sided pages of general
information.
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According to "Certification. Types, Requirements,
and Instructions--Types of Colorado Certificates,"
The general teacher certificate certifies that a
person has been awarded a bachelor's degree from an
accepted institution; has completed an approved
program of teacher preparation in an accepted institution of higher education, which program includes
a professional teacher education sequence including
student teaching; has demonstrated thorough knowledge
of the subject matter to be taught; and has the
competencies essential to maintain and improve the
qualit¥ 5 of instruction in th~ public schools of the
state.
Colorado teaching certificates are endorsed for
the
. grade level, academic subject matt~r fields,
or educational specialization included in the holder's
preparation.
The endorsement is sugges ted by the
college or university in the institutional recommendation.
Endorsements generally reflect the teacher's
major field(s) or concentrations.
The assignment of
teachers is a local school district responsibility;
however, dist ricts are encouraged to place teach25s
in positions rel ated to their endorsement areas.
According to the Department of Education guidelines, Colorado does recognize drama as a distinct subject field.

To be endorsed in drama, an applicant must

compl ete an appr:oved procJram of professional education
from an accepted institution of higher educa ·tion and an
approved program in drama.

This program should develop

knowledge and skills in the following areas:

"J. Theatre history, including western and nonwestern theatre.
"2. Dr amatic litera t ure, specifically: analysi s
and criticism, dramatic styles, reflection and impact
of social implications, and developing aesthetic
sens:L -tivi ty.
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"3. Acting, specifically: . basic acting, acting
styles, characterization, stage movement, performance,
experience, and developing aesthetic sensitivity.
"4.
Stage movement and dance, including choreography and movement fundamentals.
"5.
Technical theatre, including make-up, lighting, stagecraft, costumes and publicity.
"6.
Directing, specifically: basic techniques
of directing, audience analysis, directing styles,
and children's theatre.
"7. Methods of teaching theatre, specifically:
creative drama, selection and production of theatre
in the school, festival direction and participation,
performance evaluation, simulation, and roleplaying." 27
Because certification is dependent upon institutional recommendation, and because state guidelines for
coursework are stated in quite general te r ms, the investigator consulted the most recent catalog issued by the
.University of Colorado.
According to the

Uni~.er sit:y.:___? f

Colo r ado 1981-1982

f _ataloq, theatre majors must compl ete a minimum of fortyfive semester credits, as follows:
Acting

3

Stagecraft or Co st uming

3

History of Th eat r e I

3

History of 'I'heatre I I

3

Practicum in CostUlni n g

1

Practi cum in Te c hnical Th e a tre 1
Practicum in Management

1

Practicum in Acting

1

Directing

3

Elec ·tives in Theatre

11

27

Electives in Dance/and
Interpretation

9

Electives in Dramatic
Literature
In addition, those theatre majors desiring to
qualify for teaching certification must also complete
coursework in Methods of Teaching Theatre and Creative
Dramatics.

Of course, professional education require-

ments must also be fulfilled.
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It is assumed that graduates from the University
of Colorado's theatre curriculum will possess the knowledge and skills in the areas which the Colorado Department
of Education feels are important to an approved program
in drama education.
In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Colorado, one must complete programs in
professional education and drama as established by an
approved ins t .i tution of higher learninq and be recommended
by that institution as demonstrating thorough knowledge

and skill in areas of drama outlined by Colorado's
Department of Education.
Connect icut
A copy of "Connecticut Teacher Certification
Regulat.ions" and an .. Application of Certification"
(accompanied with instructions for completion) were sent
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to the investigator by t he Con n ec ticut State Board of
Education.
To receive a Provisional Seconda ry Certificate in
Connectic~t,

a cand i d ate mu st pre s e nt e vidence of meeting

the following requi reme n ts:
a.

Hold a b achelor' s d e gree from an approved

institution.
b.

Have a mi n imum o f forty-f ive semester hours

credit in gen e ral education.
c.

Have a minimum of eighteen s e me ste r hours

credit in pro fession a l education.
d.

Ha v e the specified minimum credi t

in o ne or

two f i elds o f c oncen t r a tion appropriate f o r the p a rt i cula r
subject e ndor sement so ught.

30

In Connecticut, th e English endor s e me nt c o v e rs
English, s p eec h , and drama.

31

However,

not mo re t han twelve semester hours of cre dit in
spe ech a nd dramatics will be accepte d as part o f the
thir t y -hou r r equi rement for the t eac hing of En gl ish.
'I'he t .hirty-hour requirement shall include at le ast
three s e mes t er hours of credit in ea ch o f th e following:
(A) Advanced compo siti on beyond t he college
leve l ; (B) a dolescent or young adult l i te r a tu r e;
and (C) the Englis h language i nclud ing such aspe cts
as hist.or_y a n d grammar of the languag e ; phonology;
morphology; syntax ; semantics; social , regional and
functional var ieties of English us~~e ; and familiarity
with at least t wo gramma r systems.
Therefore , in order to be a cert ified cl a ssroom
theatre instructor in Connecticut, one mu s t meet the
general requir e me n ts stated above and have a sub j ec t
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endorsement in the field of

English~

This involves at

least eighteen hours of English coursework, divided between
composition, literature, and grammar, and 0-12 hours in
drama and/or speech.

Thus, although there is not specific

certification in theatre, one may take up to twelve
semester hours of theatre coursework as partial requirement for an English endorsement, although no theatre
coursework is mandatory.
Delaware
The Department of Public Instruction of Delaware
responded by sending two sheets of information, one
titled "Drama" and the other "Speech."
According to "Drama," the secondary drama teacher
must first meet the requirements for the Standard Certificate.

One must possess a bachelor's degree from an

accredited college (including general education coursework) and must comple te one of these options to fulfill
professional education requirements:

(1 ) completion of a

program in teacher education in Drama or Drama and Speech
Comrnunication, or (2) completion of a minimum of fifteen
semester hours including human development, methods of
teaching, and clinical and/or field experiences including
of..
s~u

d ent teac h'1ng. 33
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The applicant must als o
field requirements.

me~t

specific teaching

This can be done in one of three

ways--

"J.-. Major in 'Drama' or 'Drama and Speech Communication' OR
"2. Completion of a program in teacher education
in 'Drama' or 'Drama and Speech Communication' OR
"3. Minimum of thirty semester hours with at
least one course in each of the following areas:
history of the theatre, play direction, acting, sta gecraft, play production, voice and diction, oral
interpretation, and an elective in one of the following areas:
speech, broadcasting (radio or TV),
children's theatre, or creative dramatics, stage
movement, make - up, ~ostuming, lighting, and liter3
ature (dramatic)."
The refore, in order to b e a certifie d classroom
theatr e instructor in Delaware, one may pursue any one of
three options in theatre coursework, in addition to
general professional education requirements.
District o f Columbia
The Divi si on of Personnel of the Public Schools
of the District o f Columb ia sent the investigator a large
variety of materials including a cover letter , a handbook
titled "Certification Requirement.s for Educat.ion Personn el ,"
and a "'reacher Employment Appl icat ion."
According to "Application for Professional Certification," applicant s for teacher certification must
have a bachelor's degree from a reg ionally or nationally
. accredited college or university (NCATE approved) and
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specific preparation for teaching in their specified
area.
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Specific eligiblity requirements for the various

licenses granted by the District of Columbia are listed
in "Certification Requirements for Educational Personnel."
License III is granted to

~ secondary

school :

teachers who have satisfactorily completed a sequence of
courses in preparation for teaching at the secondary level.
This requirement includes completion of thirty semester
credits in the subject area to be taught. 36
The handbook goes on to list the specific subject
areas recognized by the District of Columbia and the
coursework required in each area.
Theatre is not listed as a separate area but is,
instead, listed under English.

The requirements for

English are:
!'a. Not less than fif teen semester credits in
literature.
"b. Not less tha.n t"~".ve l ve semester credits in the
use of language taken from any two o r more of the
following courses : Compositiort; Creative Writingi
Journalism, media or research; ~'Jtu re and Structure
of Language, Speech and Dra1na.
11

In order to be a cert ified classroom theatre
instructor in the District of Columbia, one must complete
a thirty-semester hour p rogram of study in the area of
English, some o f which may be in theatre, in addition to
meeting general certification requirements.
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Florida
The Florida Department of Education replied by
sending a packet containing a cover letter; information
about, an4 an application for, the Florida Teacher Certification Examination; an application for certification;
and a list of school districts including a state map.
From the above information it was determined that
an applicant for a Florida Teacher Certificate must
complete an approved teacher education program and hold a
bachelor's degree. 38

One must also pass the Florida

Teacher Certification Examination, a four-part test
39
.
.
'
d eve 1 ope db y th.e Fl.or1'd a C~Ommlssloner
o fEd uca t~lon
..
However, the information sent by the Florida
Department of Education did not address the issue of
requirements for theatre certification.

For this reason,

an additional letter or request was written and sent.
As of March 2, 1982, this second letter had not been
answered.

Another letter of requ e st was sent to the

Florida Department of Education.

An answer was received

on March 24 in the form of a letter and a duplicate sheet
of information.

The letter, from Mrs. Betty T. Davidson,

Teacher Certification Specialist, stated that
Florida State Board of Education Rules provide
for certification in Drama only when it is a degree
major.
In order to teach theatre, a person must be
certified in either Drama (grades 7-12) or Speech
(grades 7-12) .
Since Drama can only be shown on a
certificate when it is a degree roajor, there are no
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specific courses that a person ~an complete in order
to add Drama to a certificate.
However, certification
in Speech may be obtained through a dei5ee major or
through a course by course evaluation.
The accompanying sheet of information listed
specific requirements for speech certification as follows:
"1.
a bachelor's o~ .-higher degree with an undergraduate or graduate major in speech, OR
"2.
~bachelor's or higher degree with twelve
(12) semester hours in English and eighteen (18)
semester hours in speech including the areas specified
below:
~a.
twelve (12) semester hours in English
"b.
eighteen (18) semester hours in speech
including the areas specified below:
"(1) credit in fundamentals of speech
"(2) credit in discussion or debate
"(3) credit in dramatics or oral interpretation
" ( 4) credit in phonetics ., OR
n 3.
a bachelor's or higher degree with cert.ification covering English (grades 7-12) and twelve (12)
semester hours in speech including the areas specified
below:
"o. . credit in fundamentals of speech
"b.
credit in discussion or debate
"c.
credit in dramatics o4 1 oral interpretation
"d.
credit in phonetics." ·

In order to be a certified theatre instructor in
Florida, one must possess either a Drama certification
(which requires completion of a d r ama major) or a Speech
certification (earned in one of several ways) .

General

certification requirements must also be met.
Georgia
The Georgia Department of Education responded to
the letter of inquiry by sending a packet of information
including "Requirements for Teacher's Provisional _
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Certificates Based on the Bachelor's and Master's
Degrees," "Criteria for Programs for Drama Specialists,"
and certification applications and procedures.
TQe general requirements for a Georgia teaching
certificate are:
"1. The bachelor's degree from a regionally
accredited four-year college with no less than a 'C'
average.
'' 2. A minimum of 60 quarter hours in General
Education Courses.
"3. All requirements for a Teaching Field--the
subject matter and technical courses which meet the
requirements for the teaching field in which the
certificate is to be issued.
"4. Thirty quarter hours in ap~2opriate Professional Education courses.
. ."
Georgia bulletin IC-91A lists the teaching fields
which are approved by the Georgia. State Board of Education.
The approved secondary teaching fields include English,
which is subdivided into English and speech coursework.

.13
~

Since it was not clear how theatre fit into this
framework, an additional letter of inquiry was sent to
the Georgia Department of Education.
Debra McCoy, Supervisor, Teacher Certification
Services, responded that, although Georgia had no separate
certj.fication in drama prior to September 1980 (which
would explain its absence on bulletin

IC-91A)~

drama

certification (K-12) is now available in Georgia.

Certi-

fication requi r es completion of a methods and materials
course for both elementary and secondary schools as well
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as some practicum and/or student

te~ching

.

both elementary and secondary schools.

experience in

44

There was some discrepancy between this information
and the information contained in "Criteria for Programs
for Drama Specialists," a pamphlet which had been received
in the department's first response.
Therefore, a phone call was made to the Office of
Teacher Certification Services in Atlanta, Georgia on
March 17, 1982.

Bill Warrington of that office was able

to clarify the matter of specific requirements.
He verified that drama is a K-12 certification and
requires coroplet.ion of the professional education courses,
as noted above.

Applicants must also complete forty - five

quarter hours of theatre coursework covering all of the
following areas:

theatre history, dramatic literature,

acting, directing, stagec raft , basic design, creative
dramatics, media and dramatic arts, and methods of teaching drama.. 45
In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Georgia, one must complete forty-five quarter
hours credit in theatre coursework in addition to fulfilling professional education and general certification
requirements.
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Hawaii
A packet of material containing four sheets of
information about ten.cher certifica tion was .sen·t to the
investiga~or by the Haw~ii Department of Education.

The

initial letter of req uest was also returned.
According to "Summa r y of Teacher Certification
Requirements--Public Schools of Hawai i," an applicant
for a Basic Teacher's Certificate must complete an
accredited institution's state-approved four-year teacher
education program.

A state-approved program is one which
4

has been ~valuated as meeting NASDTEC or sta te standards. ~
The followi ng statements concerning specific
theatre requirement s were written at the bottom of the
returned request lette r by an unknown Hawaii Department
of Education employee :
The compl etion of a state approved speech teacher
educat i on prog ram will qualify you for a seconda ry
teachers cert ificate. Since theatre education is not
a majo r area for certification, 4 ~e do not have
informa tion on theatre courses.
This statement is

~ubstantiated

Teacher Certifica tion Requiremen ts . "

b y "Summary of

This document st.ates

that "A college or university approved major within a
secondary education program is required for the following
subject matter field s f o r secondary certification."
.
48
list that fcllov.:s in clud es "Speech.''

Th e
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In order to be a certified

~lassroom

theatre

instructor ·in Hawaii, one must complete an approved major
in speech and meet general certificat ion requirements.
Idaho
Ruth Ann Cummings, Certificati on Analyst for the
Idaho Department of Education, sent the investigator a
letter and a booklet titled "Certification Standards for
Professional School Personnel."
As reported on pages 17-18 of this booklet:
"A Standa rd Secondary Certificate may be issued
by the State Board of Education to any person of
good moral character who has a Bachelor 's Degree
from an accr edited college or university and meets
the following specific requirements:
"1. A minimum of twenty semester credit hours in
the philosoph ical , psychological and methodological
foundations and in the professionalized subject matter
of secondary education.
"2. Preparation in at least two fields of secondary teaching--a major subject of at least thi~ty
semest er credit hours and a minor subject of at least
twenty seme ster credit hour s . Prepara tion of not
less than forty -five semester credit hours in a single
area ma ¥ be us ed in lieu of a ma jor and minor
fie l d." 9
'!'he bookl et goes on ·to s ·tate that
Secondary certificates are endorsed for subject
areas appropria te to Idaho secondary schools. All
endorsements require thirty semester credits for a
teachj .ng fiel d major and twenty semest er credits for
a teaching field minor, or fo~5y-five se~ester credits
for a single t eaching field."
In her letter, Ruth Ann Cummings , Certificat.ion
Analys ·t, f.> tated that "To serve as a the atre instructor
i.n Idaho secondary schoo ls you would need a Standard
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Secondary Certificate with a

teachi~g

field endorsement

in Drama or Speech/Drama. 1151
She added that
A . single teaching field in Speech/Drama would
be based on. at least 45 semester credits in speech
and drama.
If you had a second teaching ~~eld only
thirty semester cedits would be required.
To substantiate Ms. Cumming's statement, the
booklet, "Certification Standards for Professional School
Personnel," was consulted.

On pages 19-22, the various

endorsements recognized by the state of Idaho are listed.
Speech/Drama, which is listed, has the following requirements:
Credits spread over both fields with not less than
six semester cedit hours in each.
For separate
endorsements in speech or drama, not less than fif~~en
semester credit hours in the field to be endorsed.
In order to be certifie d as a cla ssroom theatre
instructor in Idaho, one must have a minimum of twenty
semester hours in Drama or Speech/Drama if one has a major
in another field, a minimum of thirty semeste r hours in
Drama or Speech/Drama if one has a minor in another
field,

0r

a minimum of forty- five credi ts if Drama or

Speech/Drama is the only endorsement sought.

These

requirements must be met in addition to general certification requirements.
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I llinois
The Illinois S t at e Bo ard o f Education furnished
the investigator with a b ooklet titled "Evaluation,
Supervision, and Recogn ition of Schools," a booklet
titled "Minimum Requ i r e ments for Sta te Certificates," two
copies of "Application for Certifica t e ," and "NCATE
Program Validation," a pamphlet o n "Educ a tional Service
Regions," and a lis ting of "College s a n d Unive rsities
Recognized for Teacher Educ a tion by the I llinois _State
Board of Educ a t ion- -July , 19 81."
Accordi n g to "Minimum Requ i rements f o r State
Certificates,"

"'rh.e S tandard High School Cer ti f icate is v a l i d for
teaching qrades six t h rou g h twel ve o f ·t h e common
school s . - This c ert i fication may be issued to g-r a d-·
uate s wi t h a bache lo r ' s d e g ree f rom a r ec ogn iz ed
col l eg e wh o pres e nt cer t ified e v i dence o f having
earne d cre d it as f ol lows :
42 s e meste r hou r s
"A.
Gen e ral Fducat.ion
16 s e meste r hou r s
"B. Pro fession a l Educ a tion
"C.
One Majo r Area of
32 seme s t er hour s
Sp ecia lization
or
"D.
Three ~1 i n or Areas of
7 2 s e me ster hours
Spe c i a li z at ion
or
2 4 semester hours

each
"E.

General E lect i v es t o
mak e a tota l o f

The book J.e t

1 20 semester hours"

54

''Eva l uation , Supervi s i on , and Recog ·-

nitioll of School s " elabo :r:-a te s on t.he require ments for
certification c..nd e n d o r s em2 nt .

It s tate s t hat "The High

School certi f i cate i s val i d fo r t e ach ing subject.s for wh i c h
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the individual meets recognition requirements as identified
on the individual's transcript as credit in the area." 55
Chapter VII of this booklet lists the requirements
for the areas of specialization rec ognized by the Illinois
State Board of Education.

Theatre is not recognized as a

separate discipline but is mentioned und er the heading
Language Arts-English.

The requirements for this endorse-

ment are
Twenty-fo r semester hours in the fiel d, including
six semest er hours in rhetoric a nd composition and
not more than eight semester hours in speec h and
journalism. To teach grammar, American literature,
English literature, reading or dramatics , th5 6 English
teacher must have on e course in the subject .
In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Illinois, one must complete twenty-four
semeste r hour s in Language Arts-English (including at
least one cour se in theatre ) and fulfill general certi f ication

requi ~ements.

Indiana
Leaflets of information, with titles such as "How
to Obtain an Indi ana 'reaching License, " "Speech Communication and Theatre," and "Section 5:

Secondary Education,"

were provided by the Indiana Department of Public Instruc-

tion.

The Department also sent a pre -application info rma-

tion form.
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fo~

Candidates are certified

the Indiana Standard

License in Secondary Education when they have received a
baccalaureate degree from an institution of higher education accredited to offer programs in teacher education and

have completed an undergraduate program consisting of a
betw~en

minimum of 124 semester hours structured

general

education, professional education, subject matter concentration, and e1ectives.

57
Secondary Education,"

According to "Section 5 :

subject matter concentration means that an applicant must
have at least on e major (36-55 semester hours) .
.

.

.

Endorse-

men t s to teac h can b e rna d e 1n maJor or m1nor areas.
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Indian a recognizes the single area of Speech
Communication and Theatre at both the major (36 hours)
and minor (24 hours) levels.

As listed in "Speech Commun i -

cation a nd 'rheatre," coursework should include :
"General communication, including dis(::ussion, speaking, debate and t y pes of address
"C1.:-eative and performing drama t .ics, interpretat:. ion
and production
"Speech science, articulation, voice . science and
speech correction
"Mass corrununic ation, radio and television , including
productigg
uElectives."
The holder of the Speech Conununicat ion and Theat re
major or minor is eligib le to teach mass media, spee ch,
and dramatics in grades 9-12 when the basic preparation
60
.
1 evel is second ary cducatlon.
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To be a certified classroom theatre instructor in
Indiana, one must have, in addition to general education
certification, either a major or a minor in the area of
Speech Communication and Theatre.
Iowa
Because the initial letter of request to the Iowa
Department of Public Instruct i on was not answered for
several months, a second letter was sent in late January.
Merrill Halter, Consultant , Teacher Education and
Certification, responded to the second request with a
letter.

He stated that the Iowa Departmen t of Public

Instruction had not received the initial letter.
Mr. Halter li sted the requirements that must be
met in order to be authorized to teach at the secondary
level.

An applicant shall have

•: a.
completed an approved four year secondary
teacher education program , including supervised
student teachinq at the secondary level .
"b. a bachelor's d e gree from a :cecognized
insti t.ution.
"c
reconunendation f rom the preparing institution." 61
According to JMr. Halter's letter , theatre is not
recognized as a teaching major or minor in Iowa.

The

relevant approval is in speech, which requires the complction of twenty semester hours of coursework.

Iowa do es

allow five semester hours of theatre arts coursework to
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count toward the twenty hour

requir~ment

for speech

'
.
62
cer t 1' f
. 1catlon.

In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Iowa, one must meet the twenty-semesterhour requirement for speech a pproval , in addition to
meeting general certification requirements.
Kansas
An application fo r certification and two double-

sided copies of by-laws governing endorsement and certification were sent to t he investigator by the Kansas State
Department of Education.
All Kans as teach ers mu st hold a Kansas certificate
63
endorsed f or the area and level of instruction.
Certificates are issued to qualified applicants who submit an official tran script of college credits which
indicate t hat th ey hold a baccalaurea te d e gree, have
fifty semeste r hours o f g e neral education and liberal arts
courses, and h a v e twenty semester hours of pro fessional
education. 64
Theatre itself i s not recogniz ed as a distinct
area of certification.

Instead , coursework in theatre

arts is mentioned und e~ the categori.es of both English
and speech.

Of the th irty-six credits needed for English

certification, twenty- four must be in traditional English
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areas.

The remaining twelve are to include some credit

in speech, and may include credit in theatre and/or other
support areas, such as journalism.

Certification in

speech requires fifteen semester hours.

Coursework may

be in speech or theatre arts. 65
Although Kansas does not grant c er tification in
the area of theatre per se, prospective theatre instructors
can follow one of two options.

They may b ecome certified

in the area of English (thirty-six hours) or in the area of speech (fifteen hours) .

With either of these endorse-

ments, although no coursework in theatre is required, one
will be a certified classroom theatre instructor at the
secondary level.

Of course, general certification require-

ments must also be met.
Kentucky
A

circula r reprinting the regulations of the

Kentucky State Board of

E~ucation

and a letter were sent

to the investigator by the Unit Director for Cert ification
of the Kentucky Division of Teacher Education and Certification.
The section "Curriculum Standards , TEC 40.0" of
the circular states that
The program of prepa ration for t~e Provisional
High School Certification shall cons1st of a fouryear program of teacher preparation i ncluding th7
bachelor's degree and including a general educat1on
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compon~nt~

a ~rofessional prepara~~on ·component, and
a spec1al1zat1on component. . • .
The specialization portion of the curriculum shall

include at least one area of concentration (forty-eight
hours) or one teaching major (30-36 hours) .
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Possible

areas of concentrations and majors are listed in "Teacher
Education Circular #345."
Although drama is not recognized as an area of
concentration, Kentucky does recognize the combination
teaching major of Dramatics-Speech.
combina~ions

Majors in subject

such as this require the completion of thirty-

six semester hours of cre dit.

Not less than twelve

semester hours shall be in each subject within the combi.

.

na t 1on maJor.
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In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Kentucky, one must obtain a 36-credit major
in Dramatics-Spe e ch (wi t h at l ea st twelve credits earned
in each discipline) , and c omple t e ge ner a l university
education requirements.
Louisia na
A packet of information concerning teacher application and a duplicated copy of speech requirements was
provided by the Louisia n a Departmen t of Education.
General requirements for teacher certification
include completion of a teacher education program that is
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accredited by both state and r e gional accrediting agencies
.
.
1 Teac h er Exam1nat1ons.
'
·
69
an d comp 1 e t 1on
o f th e Na t 1ona
An additional slip o f pape r i n the packet gives the
composite .s cores required fo r each o f the various area
examinations.

The score required on the Speech-

Communication and Theatre ex am (which it is assumed is
required for prospe ctive th eatre in s tructors)

is 1126 . 70

According to "Ou t ··· Of- State Pl a n," the Louisiana
secondary teachin g c er t if i c a te sha l l cover only ma jor and
minor subj e cts of pre pa ration .
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An othe r sheet of informa -

tion, de a l i ng with req u i r ements f o r s p ee ch certification ,
spe c ifi es
"A min i mum of t h irty semester
the fo l lowing:
Funda me n ta l s o f publ ic
"1.
speak i ng
"2.
Deb a t e
Oral interpretation
" 3.
Broad casting
"4.
"5.
Theatre
,, a.
Directing
P r oduct.ion
"b.

h o urs to include
3
3
3
3

semester
seme s ter
semester
seme ste r

hours
hours
hours
hou rs

3 semester hou r s
3 seme ster hours"
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From the d a ta r eceived , several a ssumptions can be
made :

1.

Theatre is not recognized as a separate

d i s c ipline in Louisiana.
2.
o f Speech.

Theatre inst ruc tion is cove red under the area
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3.
theatre)

To be certified as a speech (and therefore

instructor, one must possess thirty semester

hours in the broad field of speech.
To be certified as a classroom theatre instructor
in Louisiana, one must meet speech certification requirernents and general certification requirements as established
by the state.
Maine
The Depa rtmen t of Educational and Cultural Services
of the state of Maine sent the investigator a leaflet
titled "Certification Questions and Answers," an "Application for Certification" and a cop ied sheet of information
titled "Secondary Teacher."
Secondary certification in Maine requires graduation from a f our-year baccalaureate program approved for
the preparation of secondary school teachers.

Prepara-

tion should include liberal arts cours e s, professional
studie ; , and one major te ac hing subject (th irty semester
hours) plus one minor teaching subject (eighteen hours)
in subjects commonly taught in seconda ry schools or a
total of fifty hours in an area of specialization such as
., . h or sc1ence.
.
73
E ng_ls~

The major and minor teaching subjects, or the
specialization area, shall be named on the certificate.
Nevertheless, the certifica te is a "blanket" credential
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legally authorizing the teaching of any general (academic)
subject.

It is expected, however, that, except for

emergencies, teachers will be assigned to subjects where
they have . competence. 74
In order to gain additional information, a phone
call was made to the Maine Department of Educational and
Cultural Services.

According to Mr. Hamblin, director of

the Certification Division, theatre instruction is categorized under the are a of English.

Requirements for a

fifty semester hour area of specialization include twen ·tyfour hours in language, composition , and literature.

Of

the remaining twenty-six hours, eighteen may be in speech,
and a maximum of twelve may be in dramatics/theatre.

A

major in English, in addition to requiring coursework in
language, composition, and literature, allows up to six
hours in speech and six hours in theatre.

A minor in

English requires eighteen hours, but has no specific
.
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course requ1rements.
In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Maine one must meet general education
requirements leading to a minor, major, or specialization
in English.

No coursework in theatre is required.
Maryland

The Maryland State Department of Education
answered the letter of inquiry by sending two double-sided
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pqges of general certification information.

They also

enclosed a sheet containing n ames and addresses of the
officials serving each of the county boards of education
and a map _of Maryland.
A Standard Profess i ona l Secondary School Teacher's
Certificate in academic subjects shall be issued to a
teacher who meets the f ollowing requirements:
a.

bachelor 's d e gree f rom an accredited institu-

b.

at least eighteen semester hours in a planned

·tion,

program of prof essio nal education ,
c.

require d amount of coursework in the chosen

field of study (i.e . social studies-- thirty-six semester
76
hours, Engli sh --twenty-four semes ter hours) .
It is intere sting to no te t hat acc ording to
"Maryland Re q uiremen ts for Certificates ," coursework in
drama, speech, and theatre ca nnot be u 3e d to fulfill the
t wenty- f .ou r

. .
.
semester h our . mlnlmurn
1n

E ng 1.lS h

.
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As stated, in order to be certified in one of the
basic subject areas, such as English or history, on e must
meet specific credit hour requirements in that field.

To

be certified in subject areas that are not specifically
enumerated, Maryland requires that a teache r shall have at
least twenty-four semester hours.

Since the area of

theatre is not specifically men tioned e lsewhere, it falls
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into the category of "other" and thus certification
requires completion of twenty-four semester hours. 78
In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Maryland, one must complete twenty-four
semester hours of theatre coursework, in addition to the
general education requirements.
Massachusetts
The Department of Education of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts sent the investigator an application
for teacher certification, including instructions for
completing it, and a copy 6£

~certification - of

School Professional Personnel.

Public

11

Certification of public school professional
personnel is contingent upon several requirements which
include proof of possession of a b achel or's degree or
graduation from a four-year normal schoo l approved by
the Board of Education, and proof that applicant's preparation included the minimum number of semester hours of
undergraduate credit in courses approved for the certificate requested. 79
According to "Certification of Public School
Professional Personnel," secondary teachers may be certi.
.
. 1
b.
80
su Jects.
f.1ed for general subject fields or 1n spec1a

Theatre is not listed with the other fields and
codes of certification, 81 so it is assumed to be covered
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under the special subject field of speech (which was the
most closely related field to be listed) .
The following requirements must be met by all
Special Subjects Teachers:
a.
t~7o

twelve semester hours in education, at least

of which must be in supervi sed student teaching at the

appropriate grade levels.
b.
field.

eighteen semester hours in the special subject

82
Since no further relevant information was provided

in the literature received from Massachusetts, it is
assumed that to be a certified classroom theatre instructor
in Massachusetts, one must fulfill general certification
requirements and complete eighteen semester hours of
coursework in the field of spe ech.

A brochure titled " Fac t.s About Michigan Teacher
Certification" and an appl i c a tion for a Michigan Provisional Certificate were sent to the investigator by the
Michiaan
Department
of Education.
-'
....
To obtain a secondarv Provisional. (initial) Certif~

icate in Michigan, one must hold an approved bachelor's
degree and have completed an approved teacher education
program. 83

In Michigan, the secondary level certificate,

whether a Provisional or Continuing Certificate, is valid
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.
.
.
. grades 9 through 12. 84
maJors
an d m1nors
1n
f or t eac h 1ng

Since no further information was provided in the material
received from the Michigan Department of Education,
additional sources were examined.
A Manual on Standards Affecting School Personnel
in the United States cites Michigan as recognizing thirty
semester hours as a "Speech Arts" major and twenty semester
hours as a "Speech Arts" minor.
teach full time in minor fields.

Michigan teachers may
85

A recent academic catalog from The University of
Michigan was also consulted.

It states that students

intending to qualify for teaching in the secondary schools
of Michigan must earn a bachelor's degree, complete a
teaching major and a teaching minor and complete at least
86
twenty semester hours in professional education courses.
A list of major and minor fields of study, indicating
subject areas conunon ly t a ug:b..t 1n Mic hj gan high

scl""~_ ools,

is printed in th e catalog and doe s not inclu de theatre.
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A closer examination of credit hour requirements
in recognized fields of study reveale d that theatre is
categorized under speech.

A major in speech requires a

minimum of thirty-two semester hours following one of two
programs:
~.

Gen e ral Program:
1.

Three speec h courses.
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2.

Electives within area of specialization

(twelve-thirteen hour s ) .
3.

Electives of one course from each of at

least three of the following areas:

communication,

oral interpretation, theatre , radio-TV-film,
pathology, and audiology.
B.

Specialized Program (theatre only)

1.

Two speech courses.

2.

Electives with area of specialization

(twenty-one hours) .
3.

Related electives.

A mino r in speech consists of twenty hours of
speech including
A.

Basic speech course.

B.

Eleven hou rs in one area of specialization.

C.

.
h ou rs 1n
.
a secon d area. 88
S 1x

To be certif ied as a classroom theatre instructor
in the state of Michigan, one must possess, at minimum,
a minor in speech.

This requires twenty semester hours of

credit in speech coursework.

In addition, the candidate

must meet general requireme nts for certification.
Min nesota
A "Response to Letter or Applicati on," an
"Original Application," and a booklet titled "Personnel
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Licensing Handbook" were sent to

th~

investigator by the

Minnesota State Department of Education.
As recorded on page 1 of the booklet,
Licenses for education personnel in Minnesota
are granted to persons who satisfactorily complete
approved programs leading to licensure which are
offered by colleges and universities.
All persons
who request licenses must be recommended for licensure
by the college or university in which the approved
program is completed.
The Department of Education
issues lice~ses ~ased upon the college or university
8
recommendat1on.
This teacher preparation program also includes
the minimum programs of preparation in the teaching fields
prescribed in Minnesota State Agency Rules

(i.e.

"Speech

and Theatre Arts" listed below) a nd eighteen semester
hours in p rofessional education, of which at least four
.
semester h ours must be 1n
stu d ent teac h.1ng. 90

According to Minnesota rules for licensing professional education personnel :
Th e teacher's license shall qualify the holder
thereof to te a ch in any secondary school those subjects
or fields in which a college major has be e n completed,
or where the assignment is for one-half time or less
during the schoo l day, those subj ect s or fields in
which ei~h~f a college major or minor has been
completed.
It should be noted that secondary school teachers
who teach with minor preparation are authorized to teach
one-half time or less o f their a cadem ic teaching load in
the minor field for a period of only seven years.

Any

secondary school teacher initially licensed to teach after
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preparatio~

July 1, 1978, with minor

in art, music, busi-

ness education, speech, speech and theatre-arts, journalism,
or theatre arts must acquire the minimum established by
the state ,board of teaching for major preparation within
seven years. 92
Under the booklet section labeled "5 MCAR 3.082
TEACHERS OF SPEECH AND THEATRE ARTS," minimum preparation
requirements are listed as follows:
11

A.

Major licensing requirements. The prospective
teacher of speech and theatre arts applying for
major licensure shall have not less than .
thirty semester or equivalent hours in any one
of three patterns:
"1. Speech-theatre arts major.
"a. A minimum of .
. eighteen semester
or equi a l ent hours in areas of study
and com] -~:. e nce described in the general
speech - -Al c atre core:
(These are areas
of comp etence not courses.)
"General Spe ech-Theatre Arts Core
"(1) Theory and practice in theatre arts
(e.g., acting, directing, history
and criticism, and technical
theatre) .
"(2) Theory and prdcticc in advanced
public speaking.
"(3) Speech sci e nce (e.g., phonetics,
pathology, aud i ology).
"(4) Theory and practice in deliberative
processes (e.g., argumentation,
discussion) .
"(5) Theory and practice in oral
interpretation of lit~rature.
" ( 6) Rhetoric and conununica tion (e.g. ,
introduction to rhetorical theory,
history and criticism of public
address, communication theory,
language and human behavior) .
11 (7)
'l heory and appreciation of the
popular arts (e.g., radio, film,
television) .
1
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"B.

"(8) Participation in at least two
activities: · college forensics,
interpretation, theatre activities,
or broadcasting.
"b . . A minimum of 12 semester or equivalent
hours of advanced or additional work
elected from the areas of study listed
in the general spee ch-theatre arts
core .
"2.
Speech major.
"a. A minimum of .
. 18 semester or
equival ent hours in areas of study and
competence described in the general
speech core .
"3.
Theatre-arts major.
"a. A minimum of .
. 18 semester or
equival ent hours in areas of study and
competen ce described in the general
theatre-arts core:
"General Theatre-Arts Core
"(1) Theory and practice in theatre arts
(acti ng, directing, technical
theatre) .
"(2) History and criticism of theatre.
"(3) Speech science (e.g., phonetics,
voice and diction) .
'' (4) Theory and practice in oral interpretation.
"(5) Theory and appreciation in the
popular arts (e.g., radio, film,
television) .
"(6) Participation in interpretation
and/cr theatre activities.
"b. A minimum of .
. 12 semester or
equivalent hours of advanced or additional study elected from the areas of
study listed in the general theatrearts core .
M.inor licensure requirements.
For minor licensure,
a prospective teacher shall have not less than
. 16 semester or equivalent hours, as prescribed in each minor.
"1.
Speech-thea tre arts min or: A minimum of
. . . 16 semester or equiva lent hours in
not less than seven of the eight areas of
study and competence described in the gener al
speech-theatre art core . . .
"2.
Speech minor: A minimum of
16 semester
or equivalent hours .
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"3.

Theatre-arts minor: ~ minimum of . . .
16 semester or equivalent hours in not less
than five of the six areas of study and
competence descr~~ed in the general theatrearts core
.. "

In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Minnesota one must, at minimum, fulfill
requirements for a minor in either speech-theatre arts or
in theatre-arts.

Possession of a minor allows one to

teach one-half time or less in the minor field.

However,

the minor preparation is adequate only until July 1, 1985,
after which time requirements for a major must be fulfilled.
For purposes of this study, then , it is determined
that to be a certified classroom theatre instructor in
Minnesota, one must fulfill requirements for a major in
either speech-theatre arts or in theatre-arts , in addition
to being recommended by an approved teacher education
program.
Missi s sippi
A letter and printe d copies o f the general,
professional, and specialized coursework requir ements for
a Class A certif icate in "Speech Communi cations" were
provided by Carolyn Nelson, Analyst, Teacher Certification,
State of Mississippi.
A shee t of information titled "General Education
Requirements for Secondary Teachers and Special Subject
Teachers" stated that all standard certificates issued to
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teachers on the

second~ry

level require the completion of

forty-eight semester hours of general education coursework.94
The second sheet of information, a continuation of
the first, explained the requirements one must meet in
order to hold a Class A certificate.

This certificate

authorizes one to teach in grades 7-12 according to
endorsement and has tenure (validity) for five years.

A

candidate must hold a bachelor's degree from an approved
senior college, meet general education requirements as
listed above, complete twenty-one s emester hou rs of
professional education coursework and fulfill requirements
in specialized educ a tion (area of endorsement) .

95

No information was given concerning requirements
for subsequent certificates or for renewal of the Class A
certificate.
Mrs. Nelson stat ed that Mississippi does not h a ve
a separate theatre certificate.

Rat h er , th e atre is

included in Mississippi's certi f ication in "Speech
·
•
n96
C ommun1cat1on.

The third page of information, titled "B-14.
Speech Communication," explained the . requirements for bein9
endorsed in "Speech Commu nication s ."

The specialized

education coursework includes:
Public Speaking
Interpersonal Communication

3 semes ·t er hours
3 semester hours
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Directing for Theatre
3
Technical Theatre Product ion
3
Radio and Television Production
3
History of the Mass Media
3
Oral Interpretation
3
Discussion or Debate
3
Managing the Forensic Program,
Managing the Broadcast Program,
or Managing the Theatre Program 3
3
Elective
Total
30

semester
semester
semester
semester
semester
semester

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

semester hours
semester hours
97
semester hours

This thirty hour requirement must be met in
addition to the general requirements for certification
as previously explained.

Pos se ssion of this endorsement

to the Class A certificate a uthor izes one to teach speech
communication in grades 7-12 and i s valid for five years.
To be a certified classroom theatre instructor in
Mississippi., one must complete thirty semester hours of
specialized education in the area of "Speech Co:m.111unication,"
in addition to complet i ng general and professional education requirements.
Missouri
In re s ponse to the investigator 's l et ter of
request, Rachel A. Schmitz , Superviso r of Teacher Education
and Certification for the state of Missouri, sent a letter
and a pamphlet titled "Requiremen·t s for Missouri Secondary
and ~xtended Secondary Teacher's Certificates."
According to the pamphlet, the general requirements for secondary certification are
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"A. A baccalaurea te degree . from a college or
university accredited for teacher education by a
regional accrediting associa ti on such as North Central
Association.
"B. Completi on of t he appropr iate college
credits for cert ification in the subjects or fields
in which the teacher wishes to teach.
"C. Complet i on of at least 40 semester hours
of General Education including credits from at least
three of the following fields:
Engli s h, Social
Studies, Natural Sc ience, Foreign Language, Mathematics, and Humani ties .
"D. Must have recommendation of designated
official for geacher educa tion in the college or
9
university."
A minimum of eighteen semester hours in professional educat ion courses fulfills the professional requirements for certi fi cat ion .
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Ms. Schmitz mentioned that Missouri does not offer
separate stand ards for speech and theatre but rather
' .
.
.
t e . 100
como1nes
t h e m 1n
one certl. f_lca

"Requi rements fo r Certificates " lists the requirements for certi fication in the field of "Spee ch and
'l'heatre."

Thir ty semeste r hours must be completed so that

one ma y be autho ri z ed to teach speech and theatr e to
grades 7-12.

Coursework includes twelve hours of speech

(at least two in debate), twel ve hours of theatre, and
six hours of electives (speech, theatre, literature, and/
.
.
) . 101
or mass comntun1cat1.ons
In order to be a certified cla ssroom theatre
instructor in Mis souri{ one must compJete thirty semest er
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hours in the field of "Speech and Theatre," in addition
to meeting general certification requirements.
Montana
The investigator received a letter and a booklet
titled "Questions and Answer s on Certification of Montana
Teachers, School Administrato rs and Spe cialists" from
John Voorhis, Directo r of Teacher Education and Certification for the state of Montana.
The booklet stated that the general requirements
for the Montana Standard Secondary Certificate are a
bachelor's de g r ee , the completion of an approved secondary
teacher education program from an accredited teacher
training institution , and possession of an approv e d major
of forty seme ster hours in a single field of specia lization or the c ombination of a major (thirty semeste r hours)
102
and a minor (twen ty semeste r hours) .
Major and minor fi e lds are "approved" if they
are recognized by the Montana Board of Publi c Education.
The list of those

subj~ct

103

fields which are approved for

certification is found in the "Que stions and Answers"
.
,104
booklet. The list includes "Dramat1.cs.
An examination of the above information leads to
the assumpt.ion that i f "Dramatics" is the only endorsemen t
sought, the candidate must possess a major of forty hours.
If the candidate opts for certification in

multip~e

fields,
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"Dramatics" may be a major of thirty hours or i t may be

a minor of twenty hours (as long as another major is
held) .
A certified classroom theatr e instructor in the
state of Montana must meet general requirements and have
their teaching cert ificate endorsed in the field of
"Dramatics" by compl eting a major or minor in dramatics.
Nebraska

A booklet ti tled

11

Rules for the Issuance of

Certificates and Perm its to Teach , Counse l , Supervise and
Administe r in Nebr aska Schools" and a sheet of information
titled

•~sp e ech

Communication and Thea tr e" were furnished

by the Nebraska De partment of Education .

According to Section 21-(39 ) of "Rules for the
Issuance of Certificates: "
"The initia l issuanc e requireme nt for the PreStand urd Teaching Certifi c ate is a rec ommendation for
the i ~s u a nce o f a Pre-Standard Teaching Certificate
signed by a n &uthorized official of a sta ndard
inst itution of higher education, who certifies :
"(a) That th e a pp lic Ent has a bac calaure ate degree
and has satisfactorily completed the regular approved
program of thi~ institut ion for the preparation of
teachers . . .
" (b) The gr ade level ( s) , subjec t. ( s) , subject
field(s), and area(s) of endorsement for which said
applicant was specifically prepared to teach; and
''(c) That the applicant has met all standards of
this institution which are normally required for full
reconunendati o n for teac hing, sue~ a s scholarship',.lOS
moral character, mental and phys1cal health .
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The Nebraska subject endorsement relevant to
theatre instruction is "Speech Communication and Theatre."
According to "Speech Cornrnunica tion and Thea ·t re,"
The curriculum for the preparation of Speech
Communication and Theat re teachers should be designed
so that prospective teachers develop personal communication skills and the atre performance competencies
and attitudes in order to become a facilitator of
learning, a model of communication competencies and
a resource person for facilitating r8~unication in
educational and community settings.

To facilitate achieveme nt of these competencies,
students in "Speech Communication and Theatre" are expected
to take thirty hours in the following areas:

inte r personal

communica tion, o ne-to-many c onununication, small group
communication, deba te, communication and rhetorical theory,
oral reading, acting, technical theatre, directing the
107
play, radio-telev ision, and history of the theatre.
To be a certified c lassr oom theatre instructor in
Nebraska, one must possess the subject endorsement for
"Speech Communication and Theatre."

This endorsement

requires completion of thirty semester hours in related
coursework.

General certification requi rements must also

be met.
Nevada
. e r , a Pamph let t.itled "Nevada Certification
A 1 e tt

Regulations," and a copy of "Secondary Certificates and
Endorsements" were provided by the Nevada Department of
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Education.

''Secondary CertificatioJ! and Endorsements,"

two sheets duplicated from Nevada Education By-Laws, was
the only source containing information relevant to the
current study.
To receive a secondary certi fica te in Nevada a
person mus t have a bachelor's degree and complete an
approved program of preparation for teaching in the
secondary grades. 108
Nevada endor s es secondary teaching certificates
in recognized teaching fields.

The endorsement is based

upon an applicant's field of specialization or concentra tion, usually designat ed as a maj or, minor, or area of
concentration. 109
Recognized majors and minors are of two categories:
comprehensive and sing le .

The recognized list of compre-

hensive majors (thirty-six semester hours) and minors
(t\<."enty- four semester hours) includes "Speech-Drama."
Possible single-subject majors (thirty semester hours)
and minors (sixteen semester hours) i nclude "Drarrtatic
Arts." 110
Because the information sent by the Nevada Department of Education was sketchy, A Manual of Standards
Affecting School Personnel in the United States was
consulted.

According to this re source, Nevada requires
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a teacher to possess a major in the . subject which they
teach full-time or for a major portion of the day. 111
It is assumed therefore, that a certified classroom theatre instructor in Nevada, possesses a major in
either "Speech-Drama" or "Dramatic Arts," in addition
to fulfilling general requirements for obtaining a
certificate.

Six sheets of information , covering such topics
as "How to Become a Certified Educator in New Hampshire"
and "Superintendents of Schools" were provided by the
New Hampshire Department of Education.
According to "Certification Standards for Educational Personnel in New Hampshire," the means for gaining
certification in New Hampshire is through completion of
a program of profession al preparation in education (1)
approved by the New Hamp s hire State Board of Education
(applicable to institutions in New Hampshire ), or (2)
offered by a state with whom New Hampshi re has entered
the Interstate Certification Compact, or,

(3)

in other

states, that has been approved by the New Hampshire State
Department of Education as providing equivalency of

. .
.
112
t ralnlng and exper1ence.
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Under all of these alternatives, teachers, education specialists, and administrators receive their
specific certification by

1.

Successful completion of the approved program,

2.

the written recommendation by the designated

official of the institution, and
3.

applicat i on to the New Hampshire Department of

Education, Office of Teacher Education and Professional
Standards. 113
This was basically the only relevant information
provided in the materials sent by the New Hampshire
Department of Education.

For this reason, the investigator

sent an additional letter of request to the Department of
Education.
Jill Gordon, Teacher Certification Specialist,
Office of Teacher Education and Professional Standards,
responded by sending a letter and duplicated copies of
all sheets of information which the Department of Education
had sent earlier.
The letter clarified the data contained in the
sheets of informat ion.

Ms. Gordon reaffirmed the fact

that all teachers in New Hampshire are certified under
one of the alterantive s of Section III (as listed above) .
Ms. Gordon continued:

114

"If you completed an approved

program in Theatre Education you would be eligible under
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alternative #2 and _would be

certifi~d

in New Hampshire

as a teacher of Speech and Drama (code 0506) ." 115

This

statement must be considered in light of the fact that it
is addressed to the investigator, who resides in a state
that is a member of the Interstate Certification Compact.
The code number to which Ms. Gordon refers is
found on a sheet of information titled "State of New
Hampsh i re Certified Personnel Record and Application for
Certification," which contains several code lists recognized by the state of New Hampshire.

The list of recog-

nized teacher endorsement areas includes "Speech and
Drama." 116
· From the information provided by the New

Ham~shire

Depa r tment of Education, the following conclusions can
be made:
1.

All applicants for certification in New

Hampshire must complet e a progra m in teacher education
which has, in some way, been approve d by the New Hampshire
Department of Education.
2.

New Hampshire acknowledges specific subject-

field preparation administered by approved institutions
of higher learning.
3.

New Hampshire will grant subject-field endo rse-

ments to applicants who have completed approved programs
in coursework related to that subject field.
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4.

Applicants must complete an approved program

of subject-field preparation in order to be certified to
teach in that field.
In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in New Hampshire, one must complete an approved
program in teacher education and in speech and drama,
leading to an endorsement in "Speech and Drama."
New Jersey
The New Jersey Department of Education replied to
the investigator by sending a letter, a duplicated copy
of information concerning speech arts and dramatics, a
pamphlet titled "To Prepare for a. Cert.if ica te," and an
"Application for Certification."
The letter, by Sadie Sumfest, Examiner for the
Bureau of Teacher Education and Certification for the
state of New Jersey, informed the investigator that New
Jersey does not certi fy specifically for secondary education but instead allows the holder of a subject field
certificate to teach in that field in both elementary and
secondary grades. 117
The information states that the "Teacher of Speech
Arts and Dramatics" endorsement authorizes the holder to
teach speech arts and dramatics in all public schools.
Requirements for this endorsement include ·
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I.

A bachelor's degree from an accredited or

approved institution.
II.

Successful completion of a program of college

studies including:
1.

A well-rounded Gene ral Education of forty-

five semester hour credits.
2.

Profess ional Educati on of fifteen semester-

hour credits.
3.

Student Teaching.

4.

Special ization .
a.

Twenty-four semester-hour credits in

speech arts and dramat.ics in areas such as:
(1) Speech fundamentals
(2) Public speaking
(3)

Oral Interpretation

(4) Dramatics/theatre
5.

Reading (six credits).

6.

Cour sework in Physiology and Hygiene.
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A certified classroom theatre instructor in New
Jersey must complete general certificati on requirements a nd
specific certification requirements leading to an endorsement in "Speech Arts and Drama tics. ''
Ne\v Mexico
The New Mexico Department of Education furnished
the investigator with an "Application for a New Mexico
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Certification" and a pamphlet titled "Four Year Standard
Secondary Cert ificate."
According to new standards, effective July 1, 1982,
the following requirements must be met in order to obtain
a Standard Secondary Certificate:

1.

Bachelor's degree from a college or university

regionally accredited or approved by the State Board of
Educa·tion.
2.

Recommendation of the college where the degree

was granted.
3.

Completion of forty-eight semester hours in

general education, eighteen semester hours in professional
education, and requirements in subject matter field(s) .
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New Mexico education standards also specify that:
''There are three plans under which an applicant
can meet requireme nts for endorsements in teaching
fields:
Plan I
"On e teach i n g field
24 semester hours
"Second t ea c hi ng fi e ld 24 semester hours
"Plan I I
"One composite or single
teaching field
36 semester hours
"S econd teaching f ield 24 semester hou rs
"Pl an III
"One composite teach12 0
54 seme ster hours."
ing field
11

No information was provided concerning specific
teach ing fields recogn iz ed by New Mexico .

However, the

preparing institu tion may have some responsibility in
de f ini ng teaching fields.

The section ''Recommendation by
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Out-of-State Institution" on the back of the certification
application includes this statement:

"The applicant

has completed a planned teacher educa tion program at this
institution approved by the designated authority of this
state and is recommend ed as having adequate teaching
competencies in the following areas of endorsement:

11121
To determine the role of the · institution, a recent
bulletin of the University of New Mexico was consulted.
The university' s list of acceptable major or minor concentrations includes "Theatre Arts."

A minimum of twenty-

. requ1re
. d f or a m1nor.
.
122
f·our semester h ours 1s

A major

in theatre education requires forty-seven hours of theatre

123
coursewor ..
k
To be a certified classroom theatre instructor in
Ne w Mexico, one must complete at least twenty -four semester
hours in "Thea t .re Arts" and fulfill requirements for one
of the previously noted plans of s t udy.

Genera l certifica-

tion requirement s must also be met.
New York
A standard cover letter and two duplicated pages of
certification regulations were provided by the New York
State Education Department.
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One sheet of information, sub-titled "80.17
Certificates valid for teaching a special subject,'' listed
the requirements for a New York Provisional Certificate.
"The candidate shall have completed a four-year
program of collegiate preparation including the
baccalaureate degree at a regionally accredited
higher institution or by a higher institution approved
by the New York State Education Department.
The
collegiate study shall include:
"(1) Twelve semester hours in the professional
study of educ ation and a college supervised student
teaching experience.
"(2) Th irty-six semester hours in appropriate
~echni~al.courses ~~ the subj ect for which the certif1
J.cate 1s 1ssued ."
This source went on to say that a Permanent
Certificate can be earned upon completion of two years of
school experience as a special subject{s}

teacher and a

master's degree functionally related to the field of teach-

.
125
ing serv1ce.
The New York State Educati on Department differentiates between academic and special subjects.

The other

shee t of information sent to the investigator was subtitled ''80.16 Certificates valid for teaching an academic
subject," and dealt only with English, foreign language,
mathematics, social studies, and science.

Semester hour

requirements varied from twenty-four to thirty-six semester
hours.

General preparation for a provisional certifica te

is the same as a lready noted.

126

If, indeed, theatre is recognized as a special
subject (and there is no reason to assume otherwi.se) , the
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endorsement requires completion of thirty-six semester
hours in the field.

This assumption was verified by

examining A Manual of Standards Affecting School Personnel in the United States.

In the chart ·titled "Basic

and Minimum Requirements for Authorization to Teach a
Special Field or Subject," New York lists thirty-six
semester hours across the board, under such headings as

.
.
1 ture. 127
ar t , mus1c,
speec h arts, an d agr1cu
It is assumed, therefore, that in order to be a
certifi~d

classroom theatre instructor in New York, one

must possess thirty-six semester credits of theatre coursework in addition to the general coursework necessary to
obtain both a baccalaureate degree and provisional certifica·tion.
North Carolina
Elizabeth

w.

Adcock, Certification Specialist for

the State of North Carolina, sent the investigator a
letter and a copy of "North Carolina Reciprocity Plans."
Mrs~

Adcock stated that North Carolina follows

the concept of reciprocity in the certification of individuals coinpleting teacher education programs out-ofstate.

Such individuals must follow the program of

preparation app roved by the state in which they are
.
.
camp 1 et1ng
the1r
e d uca t.
·1on. 128
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Because the information sent by Mrs. Adcock dealt
only with reciprocity, the investigator sent an additional
letter of request on January 26, 1982.

In her second reply,

Mrs. Adcock sent an additional copy of "North Carolina
Reciprocity Plans," a pamphlet titled "Approved Programs
in North Carolina Colleges and Universities Leading to
Certification in Education," and a letter.

According to

Mrs. Adcock,
Certification in North Carolina is based on the
completion of an approved teacher education program .
If you are to be certified in this State, it will
be neces sary for you to become associated with an
"approved program" teacher training institution.
The
institution must make an eval uation of your competenci es, outline the areas of study needed, an d
recomme nd you to the State for certification when you
have completed their program.
If you attend an
institution outside of North Carolina, you must follow
the progr am lead ing to full certification in that
state ~~~ apply for a reciprocal certificate in this
State.
Although the pamphlet "Approved Programs" dealt
only with the offeri ngs of No rth Carolina colleges and
universities, it did provide insight to the subject fields
recognized by the North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction.

Among the areas of study listed in the

pamphlet, under the sub-head ing "Special Subjects," is
"Theatre Arts. ,,lJO
It is assumed fr om the .information received that
a certified classroom t.heatre instructor in North Carol inu
must complete a program in theatre arts which is approved,
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in some manner, by the North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction.

North Carolina will grant teacher certifica-

tion to any appl icant who has completed an approved teacher
education program.
North Dakota
The Nor th Dak ota Department o f Public Instruction
sent the investi?ator a n applicat ion for a Professional
Certificate an d a small. eight- page booklet entitled
"Guideline s and Regulations fo r Nor t h Dakota Educator's
Profession al

Cert~ if ica t

e ."

Accord ing to this booklet , the North Dakota
Educator's Profe ssional Certificate is issued t o those who
hold a Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college or
univers ity a p proved as a teacher training institution.
This degree must include twenty semester hours in educa-

.t .
131
.1.on.
A Manu al on Standa rds Affecttng School Pers onnel

in the United States, consulted to supplement the inforrnation provided by the Department of Public Instruction ,
states that the North Dakota high school certificate is
of the blanket type for academic field s; authorized tea ch ing fields are not endorsed on the certif icate.

Rather,

majors and mino -s possessed by the holder are listed on
th e cer t 1. f.1cate . 132
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Because this informati on v1as inadquate, a second
letter, dated Dec ember 18, 1981, was sent to the North
Dakota Department of Public Instruction.

This second

letter was answered by sending the investigator another
copy of the "Guidel i nes and Regulations for North Dakota
Educator's Professional Certificate."
Since the North Dakota Department of Public
Instruction was not very helpful, other sources were
examined.

Anoth er reading of Manual on Standards revealed

that North Dakota has es tabli shed that a certain level of
education is n ecessary in the field of study in which
teacher will teach full-time or for a major fraction of
the

day~

The requirement, for all subject areas recognized

by North Dakota, is the possession of a major.

The minimum

requirements for teaching a subject part-time, or for a
minor portion of the day, v ary from subject area to subject
area.
.

The minimum requirements in "Speech Arts" is five

ere d :.Lts.
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On the back of the applicati on form for the "North
Dakota Educator's Professional Certificate" is a list of
the major and roinor fields recognized by North Dakota.
Included on the list, under the broad heading of English,
are ''Drama'

'I

(as

literature)

I

r:

Speech and Drama I

II

"Thea tre

134
'
'
Arts," and "Spe ech Communlcatlon
an d Th ea t re Ar t s. "
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To clarify this printed information, a phone call
was made to the Certification Office of the North Dakota
Department of Public Instruction.

An unidentified employee

stated that endorsement in the majors recognized by North
Dakota is based on institutional recommendation.

The

number of credits of theatre coursework one must complete
is, therefore, determined not by the state but by each
institution.
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In order to be a certified classroom theatre
in s tructbr in North Dakota (teaching theatre for a major
portion of the day), one must possess a major in "Drama,"
"Speech and Drama," "Theatre Arts, " or "Speech Comrnu ni cation and Theatre Arts," in addition to meeting general
requirements cited above.
Ohio
. The Department of Education of the State of Ohio
furnished the investigator vli th the brochure "Laws and
Regu lations Governin g Teacher Education and Certification"
and a sheet of info rmation titled "Reciprocity."
According to the brochure, the Ohio Provisional
High School Teacher's Certif i cate will be issued to the
holder of a bachelor' s degree provided the pattern of
education leading to the degr ee included twenty-one
semester hours of professional education coursework and
.
k 136
thirty semester hours of general educa t1on coursewor .
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One of the comprehensive teaching fields recognized
by the Stat.e of Ohio is called "Communications."

Course-

work, which must total sixty semester hours, is to be
well-distributed over the areas of (1) advanced composition, English language and linguistics, and world literature;
ing.

(2) speech and drama ;

(3)

journalism; and (4) read-.

This certificate is valid for teaching an integrated

communications course and all of the component areas,
which would include drama (theatre) .
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Ohio also grants certification in specific high
school teaching fields.

Although Ohio does not recognize

theatre as one such field, theatre is included under the
field of speech.

To be certified in speech 1 one must

complete thirty semester hours well distributed between:
"A.

Fund amental processes; speech fu ndamentals; and
electives in bas i c speech process (physics of
sound, listening, phonetics, semantics, and
lingui stics)
"B. Theory and his t ory of speech
"1. Communication media th e ory (communication,
rhetorical, psychological, argumentation,
and theatrical)
"2. Communication media history (public address,
radio-television, and theatre)
"C. Forms of speech
"1. Oral interpretation
"2. Public address (platform speaking, discussion,
and debate)
"3. Theatre (acting, play direction, and technical
theatre)
"Sugge sted minimum distribution:
6, 10, 14
138
semester hours, respectively in areas A, B. and C.
Therefore, in order to be a certified classroom
theatre instructor in Oh io, one must meet specific
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requirements to obtain either the communications
certification or the speech certification, in addition to
meeting specified general requirements.
However,

"Laws and Regulations" states that

A certificate issued by the State of Ohio for high
school teaching fields is valid for teaching that
subject or any subject listed as a required course in
that area, in grades 7 through 12, inclusive, unless
· otherwise noted on the certificate or stated in the
laws and regulations governing certification. A
certificate may be issued in other teaching fields
provided the applicant has completed a minimum of 20
semester hours of appropriate credit.
(I3§ching areas
are not designated as majors or minors.)
Therefore, according to the above information, it
is assumed that one might also be able to gain certification in theatre through the completion of twenty semester
hours of theatre coursework.

This would apply to those

having primary certi f ication in an area other than Cornmunications or speech.
Oklahoma
The State Department of Education of Oklahoma
supplied the investigator with a brochure titled "A
Summary of Oklahoma Requir e ments f or Teacher Certificates."
General requirements for teacher certification are
that the app licant be a graduate of an accredited four_ year college or university and hold the standard baccalaureate degree.

14 0
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"A Summary of Ok lahoma Requirements" goes on to
say that
The State ha s ad opted the appr oved program approach
to certification and graduates of approved institutions
within the State upon satisfactory completion of
program and on rec eipt of a r e comme ndation from their
graduating inst i tut ion are granted certification in
their field.
Gradu ates of institu tions outside the
State which are accredited and a re approved as teacher
preparatory institut i o ns in their State are eligible
for certification if cou rsework mee ts minimum essentials for app r ove d c ertificate p r o grams in Oklahoma .
. All c e rti f icates are endorse d with an approval
credential which is a part of the c e rt if i c ate and lists
the subject and are as in which the teach e r is authorized to teach.
The approval credr~ tial validity is
co-terminus with the c e r t ificate.
In Oklahoma § t h e Standard Certific a t e , secondary
level, a u thor izes the ho l d er t o t e ach tho se s ub j ects
indicated on th e a p proval credenti a l pa r t of the certificate.

Requireme n ts f o r the Sta ridard Cer tificate are
General Educ ation

50 seme s te r · hours

Profes s ional Educat i on

21 seme s te r hours

Speciali ze d Educ a ti on
(teach i n g major)

v a ri e s with f ield
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The list of subject a reas incl udes both English
and speech and, although dramatic s wa s mentioned as a
supporting area under Engl i sh , no i ndication was given
of the certification needed for t heatre instruction.

For

this reason a second l etter was sent to the Oklahoma
Department of Ed ucation .
certification were ask ed .

Specific qu e stions about thea tre
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Harley Day, Administrator, Accreditation Section,
responded to the request with a lengthy letter.

He v..1rote

We have a Language Arts certification and also a
certificate for Speech/Drama. Either certificate with
a teaching credential in Speech/Drama would be legal
in Oklahoma.
. Under the Language Arts certificate
the requirements as outlined in the information
previously mailed to you would have to be met.
Standard certificate--50 semester hours in general
education, 21 semester hours of professional education
and 32 semester hours of specialized education
(Language Arts) . With 6 hours of Speech and Drama,
you would receive a credential in Speech/Drama. For
a standard Speech certi ficate , the same number of hours
in general education, 21 semester hours of professional
be required with 26 semester hours of Speech/Drama/
Theatre.
The standard or provisional certificate would
require that you meet your college approved program
for the specific area. This may require more hours
than r ~~ve specified, however, it could not be less
1
hours.
The letter also states that, according to a Legislative
Law effective February 2, 1982, prospective teachers must
take competency tests in all areas to b e licensed in
Oklahoma.
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A cert ified classroom theatre instructor in
Oklahoma must meet general requirements for teacher
certification, complete general and professional requirements for the Standard Certificate, and complete competency
te st ing.

Theatre instructors must also have either a

"Speech/Drama" credent.ial on their nLanguage Arts" certif~
ication or must possess the "Speech/Drama " certificate.
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The Oregon Teacher Standards and Practices Commission sent the investigator the following information:
1.

booklet titled "Discrimination and the Oregon

Educator"
2.

booklet titled "Teacher Certification in

3.

"Application for C-ertificate Authorizing Public

Oregon"

School Service Form C-1" and instructions for applying for
said certificate
4.

copy of "Oregon Administrative Rules" concern-

ing basic teaching certificate requirements.
According to "Oregon Administrative Rules," a
Basic Teaching Certificate shall be issued to an applicant
who meets the following requirements:
"a. Has a bachelor's degree from an approved
teacher education institution;
"b. Has completed an approve d teacher education
program;
"c. Has been recomme nded for c e rtification by an
approved teacher education institu tion as having the
academic preparation and personal qualities essential
to serve as a teacher;
"d.
Is eligible for a subject matter or special
education endorsement; and
"e. Unless otherwise indicated by subject matter
or special education requirements, is eligibile for a
basic elementary or secondary endorsement; and
"f. Pre~5nts e vidence of recent educa ·tional
experience."
.
The basic secondary endorsement requires completion
of an approved teacher education program including
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1.

Thirty quarter hours of secondary teacher

education preparation.
2.

Basic subject matter endorsement requirements.

3.

.
. genera 1 stu d.1es. 14 7
P repara t 1on
1n

Included in the list of basic subject matter
endorsement is "Basic Drama."

This is a combined endorse-

rnent which means it can be offered only in combination
with another related endorsement field.
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The require-

ments for this endorsement are twenty-four quarter hours
in drama including acting, directing and technical
theatre. 149
To be a certified · classroom thea t re instructor
in Oregon, one must meet general cer,tificat ion requirements, as noted above, and hold endors emenfs in both
"Basic Drama" and in anoth e r related field.
Pennsylva nia
Sheets of information titled "Program Approval
Standards--Undergra duate and Graduate Programs," "Communication 7-12," and "English 7-12" were provided by the
Pennsylvania Department of Education.
Pennsylvania has set up a list of General Standards
which are applicable to al l programs designed to prepare
professional pe r sonnel.

Each program must satisfy these

standards in order to receive endorsement by the Secretary
of Education.

These standards also include role
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competencies at which individual certification candidates
. .
150
mus t d ernons t ra t e pro f 1c1ency.

The information on communication was duplicated
from a larger source, which had not been credited.

The

role of communication teacher is given, along with stand-·
ards which must be fulfilled prior to certification in
the field of communication.

Theatre is one of the areas

of study included under the broader category of communication.151
However, this information was not adequate to
answer all of the investigator's initial questions about
theatre certification.

Therefore an additional letter

of request was sent.

Wallace Maurer, Bureau Administrator, Bureau of
Certification, Pennsylvania Department of Education,
promptly answered with a letter in which he said
We have no certificate for theatre in Pennsylvania.
We have no curriculum provision for theatre applicable
to the mandated programs of instruction in appr~~~d
elementary and secondary schools of this state.
He continued by explaining that under Pennsylvania
State Board of Education curriculum regulations, drama is
considered to be communications study (as referred to
above) , while choreogra phy is allocated to physical educa.
.
153
t1on,
and design to art e d ucat1on.

For purposes of th is

current study, only the area of theatre which is included
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·in the communications endorsement (that being drama) will
be considered.
According to Mr. Maurer's letter, teacher education
programs are approved by the Pennsylvania State Board of
Education in light of competency-based criteria.

Programs

are not required, per se, to have a defined semester hour
plan of study distributed among stipulated and prescribed
course requirements.

The preparing college s are account-

able for the verifica tion of the operational comptency of
their graduates.
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The following is the list of specific competencybased standards that the prospect ive comnlunication
(theatre) teacher must meet:
" STANDARD I
"Demons ·t ration of:
"a. understanding of the nature and functions of
the commun ication process.
"b. unde rstanding of the processes of language
learning and the development o f language a nd communication skills.
"c. understanding of the histor i cal development
and present characterist ics of the English language.
"d. understanding and appreciation of representative and appropriate works from a variety of literatures.
"e. ability to listen, observe and speak effectively, in informal and formal situations.
"f. ability to read critically and write effect.ively for varying purposes.
"g. ability to teach others to listen, observe,
speak, read and wr i te effectively for different
purposes under varying circumstances.
"h. ab .'. li ty to assist students in integrating
their communication skills and concepts with varities
of aesthetic experiences.
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"STANDARD II
"A specifically designed program of study in one
or more of the following areas:
linguistic science,
speech, 5~terature, writing, theatre or non-print
1
media."
In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Pennsylvania, one must complete a course of
study in the field of communication and be

reco~mended

by

the preparing institution as having fulfilled the
competency-based standards in communications as recognized
by the Pennsylvania Department of Education.

Requirements

for general certification must also be met.
Rhod e Island
The Department of Education of the State of Rhode
Island and Providence Plantations provided the investigator with a letter, three pages of duplicated materials
concerning teacher certification, and an "Appl i cation for
Teacher's Certificate."
Arthur R. Pontarelli, Commissioner, informed the
investigator that Rhode Island currently does not have
separate certification for theatre/d r ama teachers.
Individuals teaching in this area must hold a Rhode Island
S econ d ary

... h cert1. f.1ca t e. 156

Eng~1s.

A sheet ·t itled "Requirements for the Secondary
Certificate" li s ted the requirements for a Provisional
Certificate.

They include
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1.

Bachelor's Degree from an institution approved

by the Board of Regents for Education.
2.

Eighteen semester hours of education courses

approved for the preparation of secondary school teacher,
including not less than six semester hours of practice
teaching.
3.

Academic Requirements:
semester hours. 157

English--eighteen

This Provisional Certificate is valid for six
years and is not renewabl e .

Holder must qualify for a

Professional Certificate after having taught six years in
Rhode Island under the Provi siona l Certificate.

The

Professional Certificate, valid for life, requires a
Master's Degree or thirty-si x semester hours of
study beyond the Bachelor's Degree.
ments are also tightened.

appro~ed

The academic require-

Professional Certification i.n

the field of English requires thirty semester hours of
English coursework. 158
To be a certified classroom theatre instructor
in Rhode Island, one must be certified in the field of
English.

Since theatre is not recognized as a separate

discipline, initial certification requires eighteen
semester hours in English, while thirty hours are necess ary
to obtain a Professional Certificate.
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South Carolina
One page of information titled "Requirements for
Speech and Drama" was furnished by the State Department
of Education of South Carolina.
The following requirements must be met in order
to be certified in "Speech and Drama:"
"A.
"B.
"C.
"D.
"E.

Bachelor's Degree
National Teacher Examinations--A minimum score of
510 on the Common Examinations.
General Education--42-45 Semester Hours
Profess ional Education--18 Semester Hours
Speech and Drama--18 Semester Hours
Speech Fundamental (Voice and Diction)
3
Public Speaking
3
Acting
3
Dramatic Production
3
Dramatic Literature or History of
the Theatre
Speech or Drama elective
In order to be a certified classroom theatre

instructor in South Carolina, one must fulfill both general
and specific requirements for secondary certif ication with
a "Speech and Drama" endorsement, as listed above.
South Dakota
Edwin Obernau2r, the Director of Accreditation for
the State of South Dakota, answered the investigator's
request with a letter.
Mr. Obernauer explained that South Dakota teaching
certificates may be issued to an applicant who has compl eted
an approved secondary education teaching program at an
accredited four-year college or university.

To receive a
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secondary certificate, the applicant must have a major in
an academic or special field.

160

Possession of a speech major allows a candidate to
obtain a language arts endorsement on a basic secondary
certificate.

The language arts endorsement will permit

the holder to teach courses in speech and theatre. 161
South Dakota does not certify teachers in the area of
theatre as a separate discipline.

To be a certified classroom theatre instructor in
South Dakota , one must possess a language arts endorsement
on their secondary teacher certificate.

Of course, one

must also meet general certification requirements.
Tennessee

In addition to sending a certificate application
and some duplicated information regarding certification,
an Associate Director of Tennessee Teacher Educ at ion and
Certification Services also forwa r ded the investigator's
letter of inquiry to Tennessee's Chie f of Management
Services.
The information received from the Associate

Director was used to determine general certification
qualification.

To become certified to teach in Tennessee

one must
1.

be recommended by the preparing institution (an

institution which has an approved teacher education program)
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2.

have an official transcript supplied by the

institution and
3.

seek certification in an area of teaching for

which Tennessee has provision for certification. 162
Roy M. Roberts, Associate Director, mentioned in
his letter that Tennessee does not have a certification
- 163
endorsement for teaching theatre.
The Chief of Management Services received the
forwarded letter and answered, via letter, the questions
raised by the inve s tigator.

He stated

Under the curriculum framework of the State Board
of Education, drama is included under both the arts
and language art s . At the present time, there is not
a certificate endorsement in drama or theatre. For
those teaching drama, certification in speech is
required or another area under language arts with
evidence of ad e qu a te coursework in drama or theatre
work.
However, I must point out that the local
systems have th e authority to establish employment
standa r ds that e x c e ed th e s ig~e Board of Education
certification r e quirement s .
A certifie d classroom th ea tre instructor in
Tennessee must be c e rti f ied in either speech or an area of
language arts and show evide nce of adequate coursework in
theatre.

General certification requirements, as established

by the state of Tennessee, must also be met.
Texas
The Tex a s Educ a tion Agency provided the investigator with a cover letter, an application form, and two
leaflets t .itled :•r.remorandum . "

_/f.;
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The requirements for a Texas Provisional

(initial)

High School Certificate are as follows:
1.

Bachelor's degree

2.

Academic foundations--approximately sixty

semester hours
3.

Academic specialization--forty-eight semester

4.

Professional development (education)--eighteen

hours

semester hou rs .
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The forty-eight hours of academic specialization
coursework can be completed in one of three ways:
"Plan I--24 semester hours in each of two subjects
taught in the Texas public schools (including 12
semester hours of advanced work in each subject) OR
"Plan II--48 semester hours (including 18 semester
hours 6f adv~nced work) in a composite field, such as
social studies, general science, business, English
language arts, music, or art (Credit must be completed
in every area of a composite field.) OR
"Plan III--48 semester hours in an academic, nontechn±g~l vocational field, such as agriculture
To determine which areas of teacher certification
are recognized by the Texas Education Agency, the application form which the investigator received from the Agency
was examined.

Included in the list of Plan I

four semester hours)

subject areas is "Drama."

(twentyIncluded

in the list of Plan II (forty-eight semester hour
field)

subject areas is "Speech-Drama."

167

compos i~e
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Therefore, to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Texas, one may pursue specialization in
"Drama" (in addition to another subject specialization) or
in "Speech-Drama," a composite major.

General requirements

for the High School Certificate must also be met.
Utah
The Utah State Board of Education furnished the
investigator with eight sheets of information covering a
variety of subjects including "Secondary Teaching Endorsement," "Interstate Certificate Compact," and "School
District Mailing List."
Accord ing to "Secondary Teaching Endorsement,"
An applicant for the Secondary Teaching Endorse ment to the Basic Professional Certificate must have:
"a. Earned a bachelor's degree and graduated from
an approved program o f teacher educati on for secondary
school teache rs .
"b. Concluded the general educ ation programs
prescribed by an approved institution of higher education .
"c. Completed an approved teaching major and minor -,
or composite major .
"d. Finished an approved program in professional
education .
"e. Be en recommended by an institution whose
program of preparati~g has been approved by the State
8
Board of Education."
11

The bulletin goes on to say that all majors
and minors must be in s ubjects approved by the Utah State
Board of Educat ion and taught in Utah secondary schools.
A teaching major includes not fewer than thirty semester
(forty-five quarter) hours, at least half of which must be
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in upper division work.

A teaching minor includes not

fewer than sixteen semester (twenty-four quarter) hours.
A composite major includes not fewer than forty-six
semester (sixty-nine quarter) hours distributed in two or
.

more re 1 ate d su b Jects.
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Because the information received from the Utah
Board of Education did not specifically address the issue
of theatre certification, a second letter of request was
sent by the investigator.

When no reply had been received

by the first of March, a Bqlletin of the Universitv of
Uta~ 1

on microfiche, was consulted.
The Bulletin listed, in chart form, the composite

programs, tea ching majors, and teaching minors recognized
by the Utah State Board of Education.

The composite

programs relevant to this study are in "English-Theatre"
and in "Speech-Theatre," . while both majors and minors are
170
offered in "Theatre. "
Prospective teachers with a major in theatre
teaching must also have a teaching minor in another
approved field.

Those with a theatre minor must also

complete a teaching major from among those listed as
approved by the Utah State Board of Education.

The

requirements for the c ompos i te major are essentially a
combination of the requirements for a major in each of
171
the component parts.
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In order to be a certified clas sroom theatre
instructor in Utah, one must possess either a minor or
·
·
" Eng 1·1.s h a ma].or l.·n "The a tre " or a c~omposl't e maJor
1n
Theatre" or "Speech-Theatre"

(with stipula tions as stated

above) and must meet genera l certification requirements.
Vermont
The Vermont Department of Educati on provided a
total of seven sheets of information, bearing titles of
"Endorsement Codes Presently in Use," "Interstate Certification Project," "Guidelines for Adequate Preparation ,"
"Dige st of Cer tification Regul a tions," and "List of
Superintendents of School s."
The 197 1 Vermont Certification Regulations state
that to quali fy for the Pro fessional Probati onary Certificate (for beginning teachers), one must graduate from, and
be reco1nmended by, an approved teacher preparation program.
After successful compl etion of a professio nal probationary
period, a Standard Certificate may be granted upon recommendation of school superin tendent or other designated
professional(s) .
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To be valid, all professional certificate s must
carry one or mo re endo r sements i ndic ating the subject
(i.e. English) , specialty, and the instructional level or
range (i.e. secondary 7-12).

Applicants shall possess th e

following academic qu a lific ations or the equivalent:
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1.

For the major subject o r field to be taught,

an academic concentration or majo r di rectly related to the
teaching field and taken in an accredited college
2.

At least fi fteen semester hours in any subject

to be taught, e ven as a minor assignment.
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In order to be a certified c l assroom theatre
instructor in Vermont , with theatre coursework as one's
major teach ing a ssignment, an academi c concentration or
major in theatre must be earned .

To teach any coursework

at all in the area of theatre, fiftee n semester hours in
the field must b e a ttained.
Genera l r equirements for Vermo n t t eacher certification must also b e met .
Virginia
The Virginia Department of Educa t i on furnished the
investigato r with a booklet titled "Certification Regulations for Tea chers and Qualifications for Administrative,
Supervisor, and Related Instructional Positions" and a
leaflet titl ed "Guidelines for Use of t he National Teacher
Examinations in Vi r g i ni a ."
Acc~r ding to "Certif i cation Reg u lations" the genera l

requiremen ts for Virgi n ia Teacher Cer tification are that
"I.
p plicant must be a c i t i zen of the United
States, must b e a t least 18 years o f age, and must
posses s go od moral cha racter .
"II. Applicant must hc:ve good h ~ alth and no disqualify ing physical or ernot1ona l han d1 caps . .
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"III. Applicant must possess a baccalaureate
degree with a background of 48 semester hours in
general education, including a minimum of:
"A. Humanities--12 semester hours .
"B.
Social Science--12 semester hours
"C.
Laboratory Science and Mathematics-12 semester hours . . .
"D.
Health and Physical ~ducation--4
semester hours or equivalent." 7
·
Prospective secondary teachers must also meet
professional education requirements.

The program shall

consist of a minimum of fifteen semester hours

OI

credit

designed to develop competence in the following areas:
Area I:

Human Growth and Development--three

semester hours
Area II:

Curriculum and Instructional Procedures--

six semester hours
Area III:

Student Teaching--six semester hours

The semester hours required in this area should be
earned in the particular field of endorsement.
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By action of the Virgina General Assembly and the
Board of Education, all prospective school teachers
seeking initial certification after July 1, 1980, are
required to take the National Teacher Examinations.
Applicants will "present test scores in the 'Commons'
and at least one subject ('Endorsement Area') examinations"
(if an examination ex i sts in the subject area for which
.
) . 176
th ey seek cert1" f.1cat1on
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Endorsements authorizing an applicant to teach
specific subjects in Virginia high schools are listed on
both initial and professional certificates.

An endorsement

in "Dramatics" requires twelve semester hours of coursework and an endorsement -in "English and Dramatics" requires
thirty-six semester hours of coursework.

This must include

thirty semester hours in English (including English
literature, language, and composition) and six semester
. d rama t '1cs. 177
h ours 1n
A certified classroom theatre instructor in
Virginia must meet the general requirements for certification as noted above.

One must also qualify for endorsement

in either "Dramatics" .or ." English and Dramatics" through
completion of specified semester hour credits.
Wa shington
The office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State of Washington sent the investigator a
seven page packet of information titled "To the Out-ofState Applicant for a Washington Teaching Certificate."
In general, all Washington teachers must have
completed a minimum of a bachelor's degree through a
regionally accredited institution and a state approved
teacher educat.' on program.
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According to "Generic Standards Required for the
Initial Certificate," the teacher applicant must · also
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demonstrate proficiency at a number of generic standards.
The applicant is not required to have taken a course in
the areas mentioned, but must possess the knowledge and
skills specified.

An example of a generic standard is

"The candidate can design and conduct instructional
experiences."

The generic standards form is completed by

the school of educ ation faculty, secondary school personnel, or supervising teacher.

1
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Because the materi a l provided by the Washington
Superintendent of Public Instruction was insufficient,
· a phone call was made to that office.

Rather than respond

via telephone, John Swaggert, the staff member receiving
the call, promised to send information by mail .

A three-

page pamphlet, "Endorsements for Teaching Certificates,"
was received on March 6, 1982.
The pamphlet s tate s that
"An endorsement should be based on the following
criteria:
"1. A subject-matte r endor sement must be a field
which is commonly taugh t in the K-12 schools.
There
is a difference between a college/university major or
minor and a subject-matter endorsement on a teaching
certificate.
"2. Requirements for endorsement in a particular
subject-matter field should have basic commonality
from institution to institution. Acceptable endorse~
ments should be based upon State Board of Education
(SBE) guidelines.
In the absence of SBE guidr~bnes,
endorsements are based on NASDTEC Standards."
"Endorsements for Teaching Certificates" contains a
list of "appropriate t .eaching endorsements."

Since theatre ·
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is not among them, the most closely related endorsement
area is "English Language Arts."
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If "English Language

Arts" is the only teaching area endorsement, it requires:
"1. Academic major listed on transcript. (or at
least 30 semester hours in one academic major) in a
field of English Language Arts. Examples of English
Language Arts fields: Communications, Drama, English,
Journalism, Language Arts, Speech.
"2. A minimum of 20 quarter hours in composition,
language, and literature with at least some credits in
each of these three areas. The 20 quarter hours may
include credits from the academic major, if the
academic major i s either composition, language or
literature.
"3.
If this is not the only endorsement area, it
requires: A minimum of 20 quarter hours in composition,
language, and literature wit~ at least some credits in
each of these three areas." 2
A certified cla ssroom theatre instructor in
Washington must fulfill general certification requirements
and meet the established credit-hour criteria for "English
Language Arts" endorsement.

The minimum requirement of

twenty quarter hours (thi rteen and one-third semester
hours) does not inc lude theatre coursework.
West Virgi nia
Robert E. Gabrys, Coordinator of Educ&tional
Personnel Certification, West Virginia Department of
Education, answered the investigator's request with a
letter.
Mr. ·Ga. rys informed the investigator that standards
and certification requirements for the state of West
Virginia are on file in the ERIC (Educational Resources
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Information Center) Clea ringhouse on Teacher Education.
Mr. Gabrys listed the document title s and
suggested that thes e would

b~

numbe~s

and

available in a u n iversity

l 1'b rary. 183
He adde d that West Virginia certificati on is based
on completion of appr oved teacher education programs which
require the attainme nt of specified compe tencies.

The

ERIC documents woul d state those competencies for each area
in which certi fication is offe red in West Virginia.
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The investigator looked for these document s at
the Hilton M. Briggs Library , South Dakota State University,
but was unabl e to find them in b Jund fo rm.

\.Vi th the

assistance of library personn el, a copy of ''Standards for
the Approval of Teacher Edu~ation Program s in West
Virginia" was ordered in micr· fiche f orm from the South
Dakota State Lib rary, Pierre~ South Dakota.
According to "Standards for Appro val " the teacher
education program should con .ain three maj or components:
~eneral studie s , profession ~l education , and the teaching

.
( s ) . 18 5
spec1a 1.1zat1on
0

General studies, required of all education majors,
includes forty semeste r hours of coursework in humaniti es ,
sciences and math, soc ial studies, a nd physic al educati on
and health.

Twenty semester hours of c oursework in
. d 186
professional education are also requ1re ·

..
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From an examination of "Standards for Approval"
it was determined t hat theatre is no t recognized as a
separate area of endorsement in West Virginia, but is,
rather, included in the endo:r:s e ment tit led "Oral Communication."

In additi on to the requiremen ts listed above, the

"Oral Communic ation" major must. complete a minimum of
thirty semester hours cours ework in that field. 187
The teacher education program must provide a
prospective "Ora l Communications " teacher with a broad
background of knowledge about oral comrnunic a tion s -tructures,
practice in the development and us e of inst ructional
materials, and strategies for t e aching oral communication.
"The teacher educat ion program shal l provide training and experience which will enable the teacher to:
"1.
Identify and demons-trate ·the basic elements
of the oral communication proces s of sender-receivermessage-chan nel and feedback, utilizing the concept
that person s, not words, have pr iority in the communication process.
"2.
Identi fy and comp rehend the interrela t~ionship
of self-conceptual ization and the oral communication
process.
"3.
Ide nti fy and comprehend the rel ationsh ip of
oral communica tion theory to all interpers onal communication structures.
"4.
Iden tify and demonstrate the theory and
practice of the interpersonal communication s structures :
informal/formal speaking, oral interpretati on, dramat i c
arts, broadcast ing/f ilm .
"5.
Ident ify and demonstra te the theory and
practice of dramat ic arts skills in informal and
formal drama.
"6.
Develop a program of in~~rpersoz:al communic ation in rad i o, tel ey~~ion, and f1~m and ~nterpret the
affect it creates. "
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In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in West Virginia, one must complete a program
in "Oral Communication" which is approved by the West
Virginia Department of Educa t ion.

General requirements,

as established by this depar t ment must also be met.
Wisconsi n
In response to the investigator's request, the
Wisconsin Depa rtment of Public Instruction sent a duplicated
copy of "General Certifica t i on Requiremen t s" and a "License
Application"

(which

inc l ud~s

re qu ireme n ts and procedures

for completing it) .
According to the a b ove i n f ormation,

Wiscon~in

teacher certification is grante d on the basis of the
completion of a coll e g e /un i v ersi t y approved program and
upon receipt of a recommenda t ion for certification from
the certifyin g office r a t the preparing institution.

An

applicant must have satisfied al l r equ i r e ments of the
preparing institution as well a s t h os e listed below in
order to qua l ify for secondary cer t ification in Wisconsin:
"A. a bachelor's deg re e, including a 34 semester
credit major.
(In addition to the major. licensure
may be granted on the basi s of 22 semester credit
minors.)
Majors and mino r s submitted for licensure
must be recognized as majo r s and minors by the
recommending in stituti ons.
"B.
a professional e ducation sequence 1 g~nsistin g
of a minimum of 18 semeste r credits . . . "
Since this information was rather sketchy, A
ManuaJ. on Standards Affecting School Pe r s onnel in the
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United States was consulted.

It provided the same data

about semester hour requirements.

Under the heading

"Speech Arts," Wisconsin was listed as requiring a minimum
of twenty-two credits (which it recognizes as a minor) . 190
The current bulletin of the University of WisconsinOshkosh was also consulted.

The list "Certification

Programs Available in Secondary Ed ucati on," on page fifty ,.
six of the bulletin, includes drama.

191

The bulletin goes

on to say that a drama education major requires thirty-five
credits of theatre coursework, plus at least six additional
speech credits.

A drama education minor requires twenty-

two credits in theatre and at least three additional credits
. speec h . 192
J.n
In order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor in Wisconsin, one must have a minimum of twentytwo semester credits in theatre coursework.

This require-

ment is in addition to general certification requirements.
Wyoming
A sheet of information titled "General Information:
Teacher Certification" and booklet titled "Rules and
Regulations Governing Teacher Certification in the Wyoming
Public Schools" v1ere furnished the investigator by the
Wyoming State Department of Educati on.
The sheet stated that "A basic requirement for
certification is a bachelor's degree in an approved teacher
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education program from an accredited college or university
to include student teaching or an internship." 193

More

specific information about certification requirements
was also given.

The candidate f or certification shall

complete forty semester hours in general education, twentyfour semester hours in professional education, and provide
evidence of specialized preparation in the areas for which

194
'
t e 1s
.
th e cer-1
en d orse d .
t ' f 1ca
Section Nine of the booklet gives specific requirements for teaching certificate endorsements.

In examining

the list of endorsements recognized by Wyoming, the
investigator discovered the category of .. English/Language
Arts."

To receive this endorsement, the applicant shall

satisfy all general regulations for eligibility and teacher
certification and complete a minimum of thirty-six semester
hours with work in each of the s e areas:

1.

English and Amer i can literature

2.

Composition

3.

Language study (including such areas as grammar,

etymology, history of the English language, semantics)
4.

Teaching of reading in the secondary school.

195

Under the heading of "English/Language Arts,'' the
booklet lists four sub-divisions--"English," "Journalism,"
"Speech," and "Dramatic Arts."

The requirement for

unramatic Arts" is a minimum of twelve semester hours (of
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dramatic a r t s c our sework ) within the requirement for the
"English/La n g u a ge Art s " endorsement.

Since the require-

ments for al l fo ur sub -divisions include the statement
"within the r e quiremen t for the

~ English/Language

Arts'

endorsement ," it is assumed that these subdivisions serve
as areas o f c oncentrat i on within the "English/Language
Arts" endo r s ement . 19 6

It is unclear whether or not the

designation "Dramatic Ar ts" appea rs on the certificate
endorsement.
In o rder to be a certified class r oom theatre
instruc ~ or

i n Wyoming, one mu st sat isfy all gene r al

regulati ons for eligibility and teacher ce r tification and
satisfy the requirements for drama t i c arts within the
"English/Language Arts" endors eme nt.
Analysis
General Certification Requ ireme nts
The p rocess of determining the req u i rements for
secondary c lassroom theatre instruc tion involved assessing
the genera l certification requiremen ts of each state.

All

states have established some criteri a b y which applicants
for a secondary teaching certificate, of any type, are
evaluated.
As i s shown in Table 1, in all states the primary
qualification for c e r t if i cation i s the possession of a
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baccalaureate degree from a college or university.

In

general, these teacher training institutions must be
approved by either the state or some other accrediting
agency as providing bona fide educational experience.
Near ly half of the states, twenty-four, also base
their app roval of the teacher applicant --o n a recommendation
by the preparing institution.

This recommendation may be

~

merely the validation of graduation or it may refer to
specific coursework or criteria satisfied by the applicant.
Some states, especial l y in recent years, have also
adopted the policy of requiring prospective secondary
teachers to succe s sfully complete a competency examina tio n.
Ten states now r equire either the National Teacher Examination or some othe r form of competency testing.
Secondary school teacher applicant s must also verify
possession of a major or a rea of specialization i n an
approved subject area, acco r ding to the regulations of
thirty-on e states.

Seven of these s tates also require that

a minor field of study be held in addition to the major
field.
Six states allow that a single subject area of
high concentration (i . e. sixty semester hours) may be held
in lieu of the major and minor requirements (see Table 1).
An examina t ion of Table 1 reveals that there are

differences between the states regarding their general
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TABLE 1
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SECONDARY
TEACHING CERTIFICATION
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. TABLE 1--con:tinued
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TABLE 1 --Con tinued
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certification requirements.

Some states set very few

stipulations, while others are quite specific.
Theatre Certification Requirements
Through the process of completing this investigation, it was also discovered

that · requirements · for ~

certification in secondary classroom theatre instruction
are diverse and vary widely.

In noting the requirements

by each state in turn, it is difficult to see a consistent
pattern.

In fact, the allusion to "theatre certification

11

is almost a misnomer since theatre instruction is found
under a variety of disciple headings and since theatre
preparation in theatre itself may or may not be required.
The areas of study under which theatre is categorized in the various states bear many different titles.

If

each specif ic title used by one or more of the states had
been treated separately, twenty-six categories would have
resulted.

Diversity in subject area labeling can illustrate

the various titles chosen for the study of communication-"Speech Communication/Thea tre," "Drama and Speech Communication," "Oral Communication," "Communication," "Speech
Communications," and "Communications."

The diversity of

subject area titles n e cessitated , for purposes of this
study, that th e y be grouped into more generic categories
(see Table 2).
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TABLE 2
DISC I PLINE UNDER WHICH THEATRE INSTRUCT ION I S CLA SS I FI ED
AND MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR CERT I FI CAT ION
(C oursewo r k Given i n Semester Hou r s)
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TABLE 2--Continued
*IR indicates that endorsement is based on the
institutional recommendation that applicant has completed
an approved program of study in the subject _field.
aThe Arizona Department of Education evaluates each
transcript individually in order to determine whether
applicant ha s sufficient coursework in both areas of the
composite major.
bThi s requirement is for one who holds a singlesubject teacher c er tifica t ion in an area other than English
who wants to add Drama as a supplementary authorization.
cGeo rgia requirement of 45 quarter hours converted
to semester hours by inves t igator.
dThe se states give blanket requirements for all
subject are as, yet do not list any specific endorsements.
The label "Theatre" is applied by the investigator.
eOregon requirement of 24 quarter hours conve rted
to semester hours by investigator.
fOne course in the field of theatre is required for
the Texas e ndorsement in Speech/Drama.
gwashington requirement of 20 quarter hours converted to semester hours by investigator. This requirement
is applic able only if English Language Arts is not the only
endorsement sought.
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Eighteen of the states certify teachers in the
specific subject area of "Drama" or · "Theatre," while
sixteen certify teachers in some type of "Speech/Drama" or
"Speech/Theatre" composite major.

The single subject

endorsement of "Speech" is used by eleven states, while
six states categorize theatre instruction under the subject
field of English.

Other subject areas heading utilized by

the states include "Language Arts/English"

(four states},

"Language Arts" (three states), "English/Theatre" (two
states), and "Language Arts" with "Speech/Drama"

(one state).

Five states do not have a list of recognized
endorsement areas, but rather have blanket requirements
(number of course hours or possession of a major) for any
subject area in which an applicant seeks certification.
In these cases it is assumed that the specific title of
"Theatre" may be applied.
A sum of the totals give above is in excess of
fifty-one (the number of states plus th e District of
Columbia) since some states provide for certification in
more than one related field.

The accompanying Table 2

shows how each state was chosen to categorize theatre
instruction.
Great rliversity is also evident with respect to
the specific requirements for theatre coursework which each
state has established.

These requirements refer . to the

11.9

minimum number of credit hours in theatre coursework which
an applicant must have earned in order to be certified in
the discipline under which theatre is categorized.
Individual states's requirements range from zero (no
requirements) to thirty-six semester hours of theatre
coursework.

Of the ten states that require no theatre

coursework, five list theatre under the field of English
and three categorize it within speech.
In those states that do require theatre coursework,
the variety is so great that it is difficult to establish
a typical requirement.

The mathematical mean is seventeen

semester credits, yet this presents only a partial picture
of coursework requirements (see Table 2) .
The issue of coursework requirements is also made
more complex by the fact that nine states have not set
their own standards for coursework requirements but have,
instead, delegated this responsibility to the preparing
institution.

Thus, no credit hours minimums for these

states can be established.
There are seven states that have chosen not to
evaluate theatre instructor applicants on the basis of
credit hours earned.

Rather, their requirements may be

grouped into two types:
1.

an applicant must demonstrate fulfillment of

specific competencies relative to theatre instruction, or
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2.

an applicant must complete coursework in a

number of specific areas of theatre (i.e. acting, directing)
with no specific guidelines given as to extent of coursework or the level of proficiency required.
For purpose s of this study, both of these open-ended
requirements are included in Table 2 under the heading
"Specific Competencies or Areas of Study Required."
The requirements one must meet in order to be a
certified classroom theatre in s tructor vary widely from
state to state.

One reason for this appears to be that

theatre is not widely recogniz e d as a separate and distinct
field of study i n the secondary school curriculum.

In

many case s , it is subsumed under another subject area
category.

It is also possible, i n several states, to be a

theatre ins tructor even though one has little or no background in theatre coursework.

This combination of elements

creates a diverse p icture when one looks at the field of
secondary classroom theatre instructi on.

:.;,.
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CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
pummary
The purpose of this study has been to determine the
requirements necessary to be a certified secondary school
classroom theatre teacher.

The scope of the study included

all fifty states and the District of Columbia.
Research led to the conclusion that no previous
study had b ee n done that dealt with the issue of specific
certification requirements for secondary classroom theatre
instruction.
It was determined that a likely source of teacher
certification information would be state education agencies.
A letter was written and sent to the public education
agency in the capital city of each state and the District
of Columbia.

The letter contained a series of questions

dealing with general certification requirements and with
specific requirements for certification as a secondary
classroom theatre teacher.
The states educ ation agencies were, for the most
part, prompt i n sending printed information that dealt
with the questions raised.

A variety of material was

received ranging from a single letter to large ahd complex
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policy bulletins.

Many states provided standard leaflets

or single sheets of information specifying general certification information.

Much of the printed matter

received had been duplicated from a larger body of material .
. ~

Other sources were used to supplement the information received from the state agencies when necessary.
The sources included A Manual on Standards Affecting School
Personnel in the United States (published by the National
Education Association) and the recent catalog of the
university of each of several states.
The information received about each state's
teacher certi f ication policies was carefully examined.
Data concerning general certification requirements and
specific secondary classroom theatre requirements were
extracted.

General requirements refer to those qualifica-

tions one must meet in order to be granted initial teacher
certification by the state.

These qualifications include

such things as possession of a Bachelor's degree from an
approved institution of higher education and successful
completion of competency examination(s).

Specific require-

ments for certification as a secondary classroom theatre
teacher primarily ref e r to the number of hours of theatre
coursework pre p aration one must possess.

While several

states required a major or minor, ten required no theatre
preparation.

A summation of both types of requirements,
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recorded in state-by-state sequence, is found in Tables
1 and 2 of Chapter II of .this study.
General and specific theatre certification requirements were found to vary considerably from state to state.
Theatre is recognized as a distinct field of study in only
twenty-two states.

Other states categorize theatre

instruction under a diversity of other subject headings.
These headings, twenty-six in all, have been grouped, for
purposes of this study, into the categories of "Dramatics/
Speech," "Speech," "English," "Language Arts! English,"
"Language Arts with Speech/Drama," "English/Theatre,

11

"Communication," and "Language Arts."
Conclusions
Upon completion of the preceding analysis of
secondary classroom theatre certification requirements, the
following conclusions seem warranted:
1.

No previous study has been done to determine,

nationwide, the requirements necessary to be a certified
secondary classroom theatre teacher.
2.

A great variety exists between and among states

concerning the requirements one must meet to be

certifi~d

as a secondary classroom theatre teacher.
3.

Theatre is not currently widely recognized as

a separate and distinct field of secondary classroom
instruction.
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4.

In many states, one needs no preparation in

theatre coursework in order to teach theatre at the
secondary level.
5.

In those states where no specific instruction

in theatre i s required for secondary school theatre
certification , it is most frequently awarded under some
title other than theatre or drama.
6.

It would be difficult for a theatre education

student to simultaneously prepare for certification as a
classroom theatre teacher in a number of states, because
of a lack of common requirements among states.
Recommendations for Further Study
This study has resulted in a compilation of secondary classroom theatre certification requirements in all
fifty states and the District of Columbia as of the 19811982 school year.

The general requirements which any

secondary-level certification applicant must meet have been
identified as were the specific requirements for certification as a secondary classroom theatre teacher.
This study may also have provided a resource for
college and university students preparing to teach theatre
at the secondary leve l .

Knowing the theatre certification

requirements in each state and the District of Columbia may
assist prospective teachers with coursework selection.
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Although the specific requirements will ultimately be
obsolete, this study may continue to provide general guidelines concerning certification requirements in the area of
theatre instruction for many years to come.

In addition,

contacts identified in the extensive bibliography provided
within this study could be utilized to gain further data
in the future.
To provide a continually useful body of information
regarding theatre certification requirements, it is
suggested that this study be repeated periodically.
Other possible topics of further study could deal
with the issue of enforcement.

A survey of local school

districts could be undertaken to determine the extent to
which they adhere to state certification policies, and how
frequently they place teachers in classrooms outside of
their major or minor fields of preparation.
A survey of present secondary classroom theatre
instructors could be valuable in determining their background and level of expertise in the field of theatre.
could also be questioned as to their opinions about the
acequacy of their preparation.
Although this was not the purpose, the study may
have also provided a measure of insight into the status
of theatre as a field of study at the secondary school
level.

For example, although twenty-two states regard

They
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theatre as a distinct subject area for endorsement purposes, the majority of states have maintained theatre as
a sub-division of another subject field, i.e. English or
speech.

The picture of the

remains quite unclear.

~tatus

of theatre still

A further study could, be evaluat-

ing past s ec ondary school course offerings on a nationwide
scale, help to determine the extent to which theatre coursework has been offered throughout American history.
A related study could seek to discover the extent
to which theatre coursework is now offered at the secondary
level.

Questi ons that could be answered in a school-by-

school survey include:

What percentage of secondary

schools have a separate drama or theatre department?

How

many schools hire staff specifically and exclusively for
theatre instruction?

What value is placed on theatre in

general by the students, the faculty, or the community?
Such studies could also explore the depth of coursework
offerings now available at the secondary level and could
be compared to that available in the past.
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Island, n.d.
South Carolina
"Requireme nts for Speech and Drama." Di stributed by Office
of Teacher Education and Certification, South
Carolina, in effect until 30 June 1982.
South Dakota
Obernauer, Edwin.
Elementa r y
Departme nt
Le tter , 1 9

Director of Accreditat ion, Division of
and Secondary Educat ion, South Dakota
of Education and Cultura l Affairs.
November 1981.
Tennessee

"15.

Certific at ion for Applicants Trained in Other States."
Di str ibuted by Tennessee Department of Education.
Na shville, Tennessee, 1 July 197 8.

Robert s , Roy M. Associate Director, Teacher Education and
Ce rtification , Tenn essee Department of Education.
Lette r , 1 December 1981.
Wood , Don ald. Chief, Manag ement Services , Division of
In structional Support S e~vices , Tenne ssee Department
of Education. Letter, 9 Dec embe r 198 1.
Texas
Division of Teacher Certification, Texas Education Agency.
Application for Texas Teacher Cer tificate (untitled ).
TEA-68, TCER-009R82. Austin, Texas, n.d.
Texas Education Agency.
!!Teacher Education Program Requiremen ts for Provisional and Professi onal High School
ce rtificates (Grades 6-12) . " Memorandum. Austin,
Texas, March 1980.
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Utah
Teache r Ce rtification, Division of Cur riculum and Instruction J Utah State Board of Educati on.
"Secondary
Teaching Endorsement." SBEU 0371.
Salt Lake City,
Utah 7 22 April 1981.
Vermont
Teacher and Continuing Education, Vermont Department of
Education.
"Vermont: Digest of Certification
Regu lations .. " Montpelier, Vermont, January 1974.
Virginia
Division of Teacher Education and Certifica tion, Virginia
Department of Education.
"Certification Regulations
for Teachers and Qualifications for Administrative,
Supervisor, and Related Instructional Positions."
Commonwealth of Virginia Board of Education.
Ri chmond , Virginia, effective January 1978.
"Guidelines for Use of the National Teac her Examinations
in Virgi nia." Distributed by Virginia Department
of Education. Richmond, Virginia, n.d.
Washington
"End orsements for Teaching Certifica tes. " Distributed by
Office of Certification and Licensing , Washington
Superintendent of Public Instructi on.
Olympia,
Wa shington, September 1981.
State of Wash ington.
"Generic Standards Required for the
Ini tial Certificate . ~~ SPI Form M-490.
Distribu ted
by Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Olympia,
Wash ington, January 1981.
State of washington.
"To the Out-of-State Applicant for
a washington Te aching Certif~cate ." SPI Form.
M-4 90.
Distributed by Superlntendent of Publlc
rnstruc ·:-ion. Olympia, Washi ngton, January 1981.
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West Virginia
GabrysJ Robert.
Coordinator of Educational Personnel
Certification, West Virginia Department of Education.
Form letter distributed by West Virginia
Department of Education. Charleston, West Virginia,
n.d.
Standards for the Approval of Teacher Education Programs in
West Virginia. Charleston, West Virginia: West
Virginia State Department of Education, 1979;
National Institute of Education, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, ERIC Document
ED 177160, February 6, 1980.
Wisconsin
"General Certification Requirements.H Distributed by
Wisconsin State Superintendent, Department of
Public Instruction. Madison, Wisconsin, July 1981.
Wyoming
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Wyoming Department of
· Education.
"General Information:
Teacher Certification." Cheyenne, Wyoming, n.d.
Wyoming State Board of Education, State Department of
Education.
"Rules and Regulations Governing
Teacher Certification in the Wyoming Public Schools."
Pursuant to Wyoming Administrative Procedure Act,
Rev. 8 June 1981.
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D.C.:
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All
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Stinnett, T. M.
Professor Emeritus at Texas A and M
University. A Manual on Standards Affecting School
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National Education Association, 1974.
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APPENDIX A
Dorothy Begalka
811 12th Avenue
Brookings, SD 57006
November 18, 1981
Wayne Teague
State Superintendent of Education
State Department of Education
State Office Building
Montgomery, Alabama 36130
Dear Mr. Teague:
I am a speech major with a theatre education
emphasis at South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD.
I would l ike to know the specific certification requirements which your state has established in the area of
theatre education.
What are the general requirements for secondary
school teaching certification in your state?
Is theatre recognized as a separate discipline under
which I could be certified?
If so, what specific requirements must I meet
in order to be a certified classroom theatre
instructor?
If there is no distinct category for theatre,
under which broader category is theatre found?
If this is the case, what requirements must
I meet in order to teach theatre courses?
Can you send me a brochure or other literature
concerning secondary school certification for theatre
courses? You _rompt reply would be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dorothy Begalka

